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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

JCS Applications are designed for installation and use on servers running Hewlett Packard's OpenVMS 
operating system environment. This includes VAX, Alpha and Intel Itanium based Integrity Servers. The 
OpenVMS operating system is widely considered to be the most reliable and secure platform available 
for mission critical business applications. JCS applications are compatible with all OpenVMS operating 
system versions from v5.5-2 to v8.x

JCS Applications can be accessed using conventional VT display terminals, but typically access is
handled using any Windows based PC client connected to a TCP/IP network running an appropriate 
Telnet application such as Anziowin (http://www.anzio.com/). Applications can be accessed directly 
when the server is connected to the same local area network as the client, or remotely (anywhere in the 
world) from the server in cases where the PC client has access to an Internet connection. Multiple JCS 
sessions can be run simultaneously on a single PC client.

JCS applications have been developed using the HP BASIC programming language and data
management is facilitated using the robust high performance RMS fi le management services. The latter 
is a standard component within OpenVMS.

The following third party hardware/software products are recommended as necessary or desirable to 
obtain maximum benefi t from all the capabilities of JCS :-

Windows Client Side Software

1. TELNET CLIENT
 This is an essential requirement to access JCS applications from your desktop PC system. We
 recommend the commercial Anziowin product (http://www.anzio.com) which supports intelligent
 passthrough printing using transparent graphic overlays and PDF output. A fully functioning 60 day 
 evaluation copy of Anziowin can be downloaded from the developer website. 

 A good open source (free) alternative to Anziowin would be Putty (http://www.putty.org), although this 
 product does not currently support passthrough printing and is therefore not suitable for users needing 
 to generate JCS documents and reports.

2. ZIP/UNZIP DATA COMPRESSION UTILITY
 A zip format compatible compression utility is required to extract some of the documentation and
 confi guration fi les included within the JCS software installation package. We recommend the
 commercial Winzip product (http://www.winzip.com), although there are many freeware products 
 available which are capable replacements. Most Windows desktop users are likely to already have 
 an application installed to perform this function.

3. PDF CREATION SOFTWARE 
 Software is required to generate JCS documents and reports in the Adobe PDF format on client
 desktop systems. For this purpose, we recommend installation of two (free) products on every desktop 
 system.These products are Ghostscript (Postscript Interpreter) and CutePDF Writer (for PDF Creation).
 These products are available from (http://sourceforge.net/project/showfi les.php?group_id=1897) and 
 (http://www.cutepdf.com) respectively. Note that these components are not required in cases where 
 suitable commercial Adobe PDF creation software is already installed on a client system, or where 
 the user has no requirement to generate printable documents or reports.
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4. FTP CLIENT
 Software is occasionally required to transfer spooled JCS text documents and reports from the OpenVMS
 server to your desktop PC environment and also to transfer any Zip formatted backup data from your 
 OpenVMS server to another on-site or off-site Windows PC destination. In order to perform these 
 activities, you will need to use an FTP client application which correctly handles both OpenVMS and 
 Windows fi le structures. We suggest the commercial WS_FTP product (http://www.ipswitchft.com).
 A good open source (free) alternative to WS_FTP Pro would be FileZilla (http://fi lezilla-project.org) 
 Note that these capabilities may only be required by one or two users within your organization.

5. TEXT TO PDF CONVERSION
 Software is occasionally required to convert spooled JCS text documents and reports to the Adobe 
 PDF format. We recommend the freeware Printfi le product (http://www.lerup.com/printfi le) for this 
 purpose.

6. ACROBAT READER
 The freeware Acrobat Reader version 7 or higher (http://www.adobe.com/) will need to be installed 
 on any client PC required to open and view JCS documents and reports generated in the Adobe PDF 
 format. This product is also needed to access the JCS Business Software Solutions reference manual. 
 Note that the commercial professional version of this product is required for any user needing to apply 
 "transparent form watermark graphics" to such PDF documents. It is likely that most Windows desktop 
 users will already have the basic Acrobat Reader application installed on their systems.

OpenVMS Server Side Software

1. ZIP/UNZIP DATA COMPRESSION UTILITY
 A zip format compatible compression utility is required to extract all required JCS executable programs,
 and startup initialized data fi les included within the JCS software installation package. We recommend 
 InfoZip (OpenVMS freeware) in cases where this has not already been installed on your server.

2. REMOTE CONTROL SOFTWARE (Optional but very useful)
 Although not an essential product, we can highly recommend the commercial Peek & Spy remote 
 control product (http://www.networkingdynamics.com). This OpenVMS application can be very useful 
 for remotely logging out users in a graceful manner and also comes in very handy for remote training 
 and troubleshooting purposes. 

3. PROGRAMMING (Optional)
 We recommend the commercial HP Basic compiler for advanced installations where in-house
 development of additional server applications is required.

Hardware & Other

Printing is handled using low cost Monochrome and/or colour laser printers. We recommend
HP branded models for maximum compatibility. Almost all JCS applications support passthrough
printing (Including directly to PDF on your desktop) when used in conjunction with the commercially 
available Anziowin telnet client.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE (SERVER SIDE)

JCS modules are distributed within zip archives (Usually on a Windows readable CD or DVD) and must 
be transferred from this media onto an appropriate mass storage (hard disk) device attached to your 
OpenVMS server. The distribution media contains all required JCS executable programs, together with 
startup initialized data fi les and some useful DCL command fi les. We suggest you transfer these server 
related zip archives from a Windows PC to your OpenVMS server using the binary mode of a suitable 
FTP client (We recommend either WS_FTP or FileZilla for this purpose). Note that to avoid corruption, 
individual fi les within the zip archives should not be extracted until after the archives have been transferred
to your OpenVMS server in order to preserve their OpenVMS fi le attributes and version numbers. The 
following example shows the correct syntax which should be used to unzip each archive :-

  UNZIP "-V" BLKDATA.ZIP 

Basic OpenVMS Server Installation Procedure

Create four directories on your server and transfer the contents of each zip archive into these as follows :-

  ZIP ARCHIVE  COPY TO DIRECTORY  PURPOSE
  DATA.ZIP   [JCS]      All JCS data fi les
  PROGRAMS.ZIP  [JCSPROGS]    All JCS application programs
  BLKDATA.ZIP  [JCSBLK]     *Files needed for CONVERT operations
  MISC.ZIP   [JCSMISC]     Miscellaneous command fi les

*See System Manager Notes for details about fi le maintenance CONVERT operations

Note that if you had downloaded the PROGRAMS.ZIP archive as part of a demo/trial then the archive 
fi le name is likely to be slightly different than stated above due to the inclusion of an extra character 
indicating applicability to either the VAX, ALPHA or ITANIUM server platform.

If you have unusual circumstances which require a more sophisticated installation confi guration than 
the simple default one described above (e.g. Data fi les distributed across multiple disk drives and/or 
directories), then you should study Database administration menu selection 7 (Maintain user profi les) 
for details on how this may be accomplished. Alternatively you may wish to contact an Authorized JCS 
Consultant for assistance. 

Next, create one or more user login directories in accordance with the needs of your business and setup 
corresponding user identifi cation details with the OpenVMS AUTHORIZE facility. Note that for older 
OpenVMS versions your system default UAF (User authorization fi le) may require modifi cation of the 
ENQLM parameter to a higher numeric value (say 4000) in order to permit the use of many data fi les 
by multiple concurrent users. A typical user identifi cation (UAF) example is shown on the next page. In 
this example we have the Flags value set to Captive (which is a setting we strongly recommend) in 
order to prevent the user from accessing the operating system command prompt after exiting from the 
JCS menu application.

Next, place one copy of the UI.DAT and LOGIN.COM fi les into each user login directory (Copy these 
from the [JCS] and  [JCSMISC] directories respectively). Inclusion of these fi les within the respective 
user login directories will cause the JCS menu system to activate automatically upon user login and 
provides essential settings plus directory location information for JCS data fi les and executable program 
modules. For these reasons, new login directories should be set up for all JCS users.

YOUR SERVER SIDE JCS MODULES ARE NOW INSTALLED AND READY FOR USE.
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Example Typical UAF Confi guration

Username: DEMO                                Owner:  JCSYSTEMS
Account:  JCS                                UIC:      [1,4] ([SYSTEM])
CLI:      DCL                                  Tables: DCLTABLES
Default:  SYS$SYSDEVICE:[USER.DEMO]
LGICMD:   LOGIN.COM
Flags:  DisWelcome DisReport DisForce_Pwd_Change Captive DisPwdDic DisPwdHis
Primary days:   Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
Secondary days:                     Sat Sun
No access restrictions
Expiration:            (none)     Pwdminimum:  0    Login Fails:     0
Pwdlifetime:         (none)     Pwdchange:        (pre-expired)
Last Login: 30-APR-2009 13:03 (interactive),             (none) (non-interactive)
Maxjobs:          0  Fillm:       128   Bytlm:        128000
Maxacctjobs:     0  Shrfi llm:      0   Pbytlm:                0
Maxdetach:        0  BIOlm:    150   JTquota:        4096
Prclm:         8  DIOlm:    150   WSdef:          4096
Prio:             4  ASTlm:    300   WSquo:          8192
Queprio:         4  TQElm:    100   WSextent:     16384
CPU:        (none)   Enqlm:   4000   Pgfl quo:      256000
Authorized Privileges:
  NETMBX       TMPMBX
Default Privileges:
  NETMBX       TMPMBX

System Manager Notes

JCS application software has been written using the HP BASIC programming language. All data is stored 
within standard INDEXED RMS fi le structures. From time to time these data fi les must be reorganized 
using the RMS CONVERT/RECLAIM utility in order to maintain optimum system performance and to 
reclaim unused free space within heavily used data fi les. This reorganization should be done either 
weekly or monthly at a time when no competing access to the data fi les can take place. Taking the fi le 
GT.DAT as an example, reorganization could be performed by issuing the following command sequence 
which assumes your default disk drive is DKA0 :-

 $ SET DEF DKA0:[JCS]
 $ COPY [JCSBLK]GT.DAT;2 [JCS]
 $ CONVERT GT.DAT;1 GT.DAT;2/NOCREATE
 $ PURGE GT.DAT
 $ RENAME GT.DAT;2 GT.DAT;1

In order that you may perform this routine maintenance operation in a less keyboard intensive way, a 
command fi le (CONVERT.COM) has been included to accomplish this task automatically for all relevant 
JCS data fi les. This fi le is located within the [JCSMISC] directory. It is unlikely you will need to modify 
this command fi le if you had used standard JCS default directory names during the software installation 
procedure.

Application Level Security

Note that all JCS applications can initially be accessed from the Menu system using a preset single 
master password of JCSJCS. This password should be changed as soon as possible (Using Database 
Administration Menu selection 5) prior to formal active use of the JCS package.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE (WINDOWS CLIENT SIDE)

Proceed with the installation of any recommended third party applications in accordance with your needs. 
This may include one or more of the following products (If not already installed) :-

Winzip or similar product
Anziowin or Putty
Ghostscript and CutePDF Writer (or other suitable commercial Adobe PDF creation software)
WS_FTP Pro or FileZilla
Printfi le
Acrobat Reader version 7 or higher

Notes On Recommended Settings For Your Telnet Client

A wide range of confi guration settings are possible within your Telnet client application. Many of these 
settings are cosmetic in nature (e.g. screen display colour choices) and therefore subject to individual 
preferences. However, it is useful to mention some of the more important general settings which need 
to be confi gured correctly for use with your JCS applications.

 - Terminal emulation should ideally be set for VT-220 or similar

 - The backspace key should be set for DEL (hex 7F) not CTRL-H (hex 08)

 - The screen cursor should preferably be displayed as UNDERSCORE instead of BLOCK
  and cursor BLINK should also be enabled to provide better legilibility in JCS applications

 - The screen scrolling method should be set to JUMP (as opposed to SMOOTH scrolling)

 - Screen size should be set to display 80 x 24 characters

Additional Client Side Components (CLIENT.ZIP)

A small number of client side components and/or confi guration related fi les are provided on the applicable
distribution media (Usually within a single zip archive CLIENT.ZIP on a Windows readable Compact 
Disc or DVD). These fi les should be extracted and either installed or copied into applicable locations on 
your client PC in accordance with the following guidelines.

 JCS.init - This confi guration fi le is required to be installed and referenced as your
     default Anziowin Print initialization fi le for all passthrough printing needs
     with the exception of Accounts Payable Cheques. The fi le can be copied
     into any hard drive folder of your choice as long as it is referenced at this
     same location within Anziowin

 JCScheques.init - This confi guration fi le is required to be installed and referenced as your
     default Anziowin Print initialization fi le for passthrough printing when
     generating Accounts Payable Cheques only. The fi le can be copied into
     any hard drive folder of your choice as long as it is referenced at this
     same location within Anziowin
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 Consolas.exe - This Microsoft font needs to be installed on any Windows client expected
     to be used for A/P Cheque generation. Note that Windows Vista users need
     not install this font which is already present as a standard component of
     Vista. Regardless of your Windows version, the Consolas font needs to be
     selected as the Primary font in Anziowin in cases where passthrough
     printing is used for A/P Cheque generation. Note that this font must be
     selected within Printfi le if this application is used as an alternative for PDF
     generation of A/P Cheques

Note that if you had downloaded the CLIENT.ZIP archive as part of a demo/trial/freeware offer then 
the archive will likely not include either the JCScheques.init or Consolas.exe fi les as these are 
only required for use in the JCS A/P module.

Note that more illustrative details on implementing the above settings can be found in this reference 
documentation under GENERAL OPERATING NOTES. See "Conventions used for printing reports" 
starting at page 2-3

YOUR CLIENT SIDE INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETED.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING

Before you begin using the system to process live business data, consideration should be given to
testing the system with representative sample data, implementing individual modules in a logical
sequence and running JCS in parallel with your current manual or automated systems.

Testing With Sample Data

Test the operation of your system using sample data which is representative and covers your normal 
business transaction mix. This will help you to identify any areas where additional planning and/or
procedures are needed for adaptation to JCS. It may also assist you in determining the best way to 
structure your data to obtain maximum benefi t and effi ciency from the new system. You may simply 
copy a set of data fi les from your [JCS] directory into an alternative disk directory for testing purposes. 
An example of the steps involved would be as follows :-

  Create a new directory on your hard disk just for testing purposes and copy your data fi les to this
  location i.e.

  Type CREATE/DIRECTORY DKA0:[TESTDATA] and press < ENTER >
  Type COPY DKA0:[JCS]*.*;* DKA0:[TESTDATA] and press < ENTER >

  Substitute the above disk drive designation (DKA0:) with one that is applicable to your server.

  Create a new login directory just for testing purposes and copy a set of LOGIN.COM and UI.DAT
  fi les to this location.

  Modify the UI.DAT DFD (Data Files Directory) parameter in the new login directory to point to where 
  your test data fi les are located. Please refer to Database administration menu selection
   7  (Maintain user profi les) for details on how this may be accomplished. Alternatively you may wish 
  to contact an Authorized JCS Consultant for assistance. 

Your test setup is now created. After completion of testing we recommend that you leave the test directory 
intact. It may come in useful later for post implementation training, testing or general experimentation.

Sequence Of Module Implementation

JCS application modules should ideally be implemented in the following sequence :-

   1 - General Ledger  2 - Accounts Payable   3 - Accounts Receivable
   4 - Order Processing & Billing 5 - Inventory Control  6 - Other

Do not attempt implementation of too many modules at the same time. Allow enough time for staff
training and accommodation with each module in turn. Read the detailed set up and operating instructions 
thoroughly before you begin using each module. Do not use short cuts or try to guess about program 
functions without reference to the applicable documentation.

Parallel Running
We strongly advise that you continue to operate with both existing and new systems in parallel for at least 
two or three months. Check results carefully between JCS and your current systems prior to abandoning 
reliance upon your old procedures.
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LIVING IN HARMONY WITH YOUR SYSTEM

A computerised business system can bring many benefi ts to your business. It provides opportunities to 
save you a great deal of time and money in addition to yielding improved accuracy and timely information 
about the state of your business. However, any machine dependent system is susceptible to break-down 
and abuse. If not used properly or with due caution, the computer can bring its own set of problems 
which will interrupt the smooth running of your business. The following suggestions may help you avoid 
many of the common pitfalls which can beset the inexperienced or fi rst time user :-

Backups

The information stored in data fi les on your computer is subject to damage and destruction from a 
variety of sources including equipment malfunction/failure, electrical storms, power interruptions and
operator/user errors. In order to protect against these eventualities you should perform backups
(Making copies of this valuable data on a regular basis). Most businesses will need to do this at least 
once each day. Instituting backup procedures will limit your exposure to data loss should a catastrophe 
occur. Data fi les can always be restored to their state as at the time of your most recent backup. Do not 
use the same set of media for every backup, rotate at least three sets for adequate protection. Note 
that all data fi les used by your JCS business system are typically stored in a single directory [JCS] to 
make frequent data backups as simple as possible. Offsite backup requirements and backup of your 
system disk are subjects beyond the scope covered within this documentation. You may wish to contact 
an Authorized JCS Consultant for more information on these topics.

Using Programs

Follow all program instructions carefully. Do not try to take short cuts by terminating a program
abnormally or switching off power to your machine in the middle of using a program. Interruptions of this 
type can leave your data in a corrupted or inconsistent state.

Electrical Power Problems

Computer equipment is extremely sensitive to power irregularities, which if present may cause equipment 
failures and/or result in the appearance of otherwise unexplained software errors. Consider installing 
suitable power conditioning equipment. For personal computers a small inexpensive Uninterruptable 
Power Supply (U.P.S.) may be appropriate to protect your systems. In the case of your server and
associated network equipment, this should be protected by a more substantial U.P.S. to provide suffi cient 
run time to facilitate an orderly shutdown in the event of an extended mains power outage. 

Personnel

Select a careful, detail orientated employee or hire a trained Systems Administrator to operate and 
manage your computer systems. If practical, ensure that at least two staff members are familiar with 
using your computer equipment and business software. Otherwise make sure that you have access to 
an Accountant, Consultant or other Dealer trained representative for human backup.

Utilities

Consider purchasing a strong Antivirus/AntiMalware product for your Windows based client personal 
computers. In the medium and long term this will reduce the expense and inconvenience of disruptions 
caused by Virus and Spyware infections which are unfortunately all too commonplace in the modern 
desktop environment. Our current recommended favourite is NOD32 Antivirus from Eset (http://www.
eset.com).
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CONVENTIONS USED FOR DATA ENTRY

The following notes will help you get accustomed to entering data effi ciently and quickly in JCS
applications :-

- Press the < ENTER > key after responding to each prompt from the JCS application. This signals the 
 computer that you have fi nished data entry for a fi eld. The computer will check to see if the data
 entered is reasonable before proceeding. For example, if you entered an alphabetic response when 
 the computer expected a numeric response, then a  message will be displayed at the bottom of the 
 screen. If this occurs, simply press < ENTER > to remove the  displayed message and repeat entry of 
 the fi eld concerned.

- To erase a mistake, press the < BACKSPACE > key. Each depression of this key will move your cursor 
 back one character position at a time, and erase the most recently typed character.

- Some programs permit you to go back one step (or fi eld) at a time by depressing the < TAB > key. This 
 key may often also be used to exit from a program.

- Some fi elds do not require a response in every case and you may press < ENTER > to skip the fi eld 
 entirely. In general, skipped numeric fi elds will be set to zero and skipped alphanumeric fi elds will be 
 set to blank.

- Many data entry fi elds have default values. Where applicable these are often displayed between
 angled brackets e.g. < N >. Default values represent what will be assumed as your response in cases 
 where you press the < ENTER > key by itself. Defaults are usually set to represent your most likely 
 response to a data entry prompt. Occasionally, you may fi nd that defaults are applied in other ways, 
 e.g. The  system may select a date default which represents an accounting period start date, in another 
 case the date default may be a repetition of the date entered for a previous transaction etc. In each 
 case defaults have been selected to minimise keyboard effort and remove tedium from the data entry 
 process.

- Date fi elds are entered using a format of DD-MMM-YYYY. This method was selected to avoid
 confusion between months and days which can easily be entered in reverse order by accident. An 
 example of date entry for May 2nd, 1988 would be 02-MAY-1988. Note that the month is always
 abbreviated to the fi rst three characters e.g. JAN FEB MAR APR etc. The four digit year format was 
 selected to avoid problems with date comparisons between centuries. It should be noted that dates 
 can also be entered using two abbreviated formats as follows :-

  DDMMYY e.g. January 7th, 1992 is entered as 070192
  DD-MMM-YY e.g. January 7th, 1992 is entered as 07-JAN-92

- Numeric data can usually be entered in many acceptable forms. Examples are :-

  0.50  may be entered as 0.50 or .50 or .5
  2.00  may be entered as 2.00 or 2.0 or 2
  -25.10  may be entered as -25.10 or -25.1

- Often a range limit will apply to numeric fi elds and in some cases your response may be limited to 
 whole numbers only or positive numbers only. In each case, erroneous entries will cause the system 
 to display an informative message to assist you in selecting the proper responses.
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- Many fi elds require that your response conforms to a specifi c rigid format. Examples include General 
 Ledger account numbers which must be entered using a four character main account portion, followed 
 by '-' and a three character profi t/cost centre suffi x. In many of these cases the computer will 'front-fi ll' 
 what you enter with zeros to reduce needed keystrokes. For example, G/L account number 0001-002 
 may be entered as 1-2.

- In addition to format considerations, you may be restricted to enter a minimum or maximum number 
 of characters in response to certain fi elds. The maximum number of characters is usually indicated by 
 the displayed fi eld size in these cases.

- Some programs allow you to press the left or right arrow keys in order to move between two adjacent 
 data entry columns, an example of this is the selection of debit/credit options in the G/L Journal Entry 
 application. Another example would be when performing forward and reverse alphabetic name searches 
 to fi nd customer or vendor account numbers.
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CONVENTIONS USED FOR PRINTING REPORTS

Most applications which involve printed results can be output directly to a PDF format document on your 
Windows desktop system. This is accomplished using "Passthrough" printing which is a supported feature 
in all relevant JCS applications. The PDF document can then be named and saved easily for viewing 
or record keeping purposes, and/or printed out on an attached or networked laser printer at your own 
convenience. Other than special cases such as Invoices and Credit Notes, the default  printing method 
is always set for  "Passthrough" printing. Where another default has been used, this may be overridden 
to use "Passthrough" printing by typing P1 in response to the applicable "Print to" prompt.

Alternative output methods include spooled printing to a server disk text fi le and direct printing to an 
attached or networked laser printer. We generally recommend using the PDF method for its simplicity 
and versatility under almost all circumstances.

PRINTING REPORTS USING JCS APPLICATIONS

With most JCS applications, almost all printing is (by default), directed to PDF on your Windows client 
PC. Pressing < ENTER > at the Print to < DEFAULT > prompt is all you have to do to use this feature.

This is achieved using Passthrough printing. Selection of Passthrough printing is confi gured using the 
Anziowin client application. When confi guring Anziowin for "Passthrough" printing either to PDF or direct 
to a printer, settings need to be established as follows :-
 
Confi guring passthrough printing to PDF (Recommended choice for best fl exibility)

In Anziowin, choose "File" then "Printer Setup". Make sure that the "Print Wizard" box is checked. Select 
the "PDF fi le named" button, then enter a folder location and name for the target PDF fi le. Make sure 
that the "View PDF" box is checked. Also ensure that the "Preview" box is checked. Once these settings
have been established they will need to be saved to avoid repetition. These settings can be saved
permanently in Anziowin by choosing "File" then "Save Settings".

Confi guring passthrough printing direct to an attached or networked laser printer

In Anziowin, choose "File" then "Printer Setup". Make sure that the "Print Wizard" box is checked.
Under "Destination", select the "Printer" button. Now select your printer and choose its setup mode. The 
procedure for doing this varies with each printer model but you need to ensure that Letter sized paper 
is selected and that the printer is set to Scale output to fi t the page. Once these settings have been 
established they will need to be saved to avoid repetition. This can be done in Anziowin by choosing 
"File" then "Save Settings". The printer setup will also likely need to be saved and again the procedure 
for doing this varies with each printer model. 

Printing using spooled text fi les

Invoices and Credit Notes are critical documents which cannot easily be regenerated in the event of 
unexpected disruptions to your Windows desktop computer, printer equipment or network. Therefore the 
most robust method used to generate offi cial Sales Invoices and Credit Notes involves using spooled 
text fi les which are created and stored on the OpenVMS server. This activity is best performed by your 
designated system administrator. These documents should also ideally be generated when no other 
users are accessing the main server in order to avoid confl ict with online order entry activities. (It is 
important to avoid circumstances where other users may be performing work on orders for which you 
may already be generating invoices). Having said this, it remains possible to simulate these documents 
online using ProForma equivalents which can be generated to PDF in real-time.
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The following steps are involved in using spooled text fi les :-

  Press < ENTER > at the JCS application Print to < FORM001 > prompt to generate the spool fi le.

    Note that spooled text fi les are given a standard default fi le name of FORM001. This default fi lename 
    can be overridden at the application's Print to < FORM001 > prompt using any alphanumeric name 
    up to a maximum of seven characters. All spooled text fi les carry a fi xed fi le extension of .SPL and 
    unlike in the Windows fi le system, successive printing to the same fi le name on the OpenVMS 
    server generates new versions of the same fi le e.g FORM001.SPL;1 and FORM001.SPL;2 etc. 
    instead of overwriting a prior fi le of the same name.

  Once the spooled text fi le has been generated, it must now be transferred from the OpenVMS
    server to your Windows desktop system using an FTP client. (We recommend either WSFTP Pro 
    or FileZilla for this purpose).

  Use the Windows Printfi le application to convert the text fi le into a PDF format document.

  If applicable, use Adobe Acrobat Professional to add a graphical "Special Form" background to the
    PDF document. (See PRINTING SPECIAL CASES BELOW)

  Print the fi nal composite PDF document using either a colour or monochrome laser printer.

PRINTING SPECIAL CASES

Certain documents require to be printed using a special form or graphical background and as such
deserve special treatment. In general this involves fi rst generating the raw document in a PDF format 
using either the direct to PDF or spooled text fi le output method. Adobe Acrobat Professional is then used 
to apply a "Special Form" graphical watermark to the PDF document. The fi nal composite document can 
subsequently be saved and/or printed out using either a colour or monochrome laser printer.

In most of these special cases (Although not necessarily for Invoices and Credit Notes), it is often more 
convenient to use the direct passthrough printing to PDF method which eliminates the need to transfer 
and convert the spooled text fi le to PDF format. In such circumstances the graphical form background 
can simply be added immediately following generation of the required document. Furthermore, advanced 
techniques permit the use of transparent graphical overlays within the Anziowin client application itself 
yielding true single-step fi nished document production.

For purposes of security and to avoid accidental document loss, we are hesitant to strongly recommend 
using the direct to PDF method for production of offi cial Invoices and Credit Notes, although this method 
is very suitable for generating their ProForma equivalents.

GENERAL OTHER COMMENTS

Note that a monospaced font needs to be used for all printed output. In general the Courier New selection 
is satisfactory for most purposes. However, for cheque printing we recommend the use of the Consolas 
font owing to its naturally bold characteristic and excellent clarity (You can actually tell the difference 
between alpha "Oh" and the numeric Zero). The Consolas font is already installed under Microsoft Vista 
and is readily available (at no cost) for use in Windows XP.

Note that in the case of A/P Cheques, printed output is done using laser Cheque stationery which meets 
the Canadian Payments Association (CPA) image ready format specifi cations. Mandatory compliance 
with these specifi cations was last scheduled for September 2008.
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All JCS applications are accessed through a system of menus. Starting at the main system 
menu (pictured above), you are fi rst asked to select the module required by typing a two 
letter module code. Individual applications may then be executed from the specifi c mod-
ule level menu by entering a one or two digit item number corresponding to your desired
selection. You will be required to supply a password before the system grants access to your 
fi rst menu item selection during each session. This password will be used to qualify your 
access to all subsequent menu item selections without password reprompting. Pressing 
< ENTER > by itself at the module level will automatically return you to the main system 
menu.

Note that it is possible to bypass menu levels and execute a program directly from anywhere 
within the menu system by typing the required module code and item number selection 
directly. A four character code must always be used for this purpose e.g. Inventory Control 
Product stock inquiry may be accessed by typing IC10. Similarly, module level menus may 
be accessed by typing the two character module code e.g. the Accounts Payable menu 
may be called up from within the Inventory control menu simply by typing AP.

USING JCS MENUS

THE MAIN MENU
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USING JCS MENUS

GENERAL LEDGER
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USING JCS MENUS

DATABASE ADMINISTRATION
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GENERAL LEDGER OVERVIEW

The JCS General Ledger system is designed to provide fl exibility in the generation of fi nancial statements 
and to handle the other G/L accounting needs of small to medium sized businesses. All programs are 
interactive and menu driven so that learning time is reduced to a minimum.

SUMMARY OF FEATURES

  12 or 13 user defi ned accounting periods

  Full integration with other JCS business modules including Sales Order Processing and
  Billing, Rental and Service Billing, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Inventory
  Control

  All accounting periods within a fi nancial year can be open simultaneously including 3 periods  into 
  the next fi nancial year

  Account identifi cation which permits a four character alphanumeric main account followed by a
  three character alphanumeric department/profi t centre

  Batched entry and posting of G/L transactions which permits you to list, review and change
  transactions prior to updating the General Ledger

  Standard reports such as the detailed G/L listing and the trial balance which include current  month 
  and year to date fi gures

  Comprehensive, user defi ned fi nancial statements which include provision for budgets, prior   year 
  comparatives and ratios

  Automatic reversing entries (Accrual reversals)

  Recurring entries which can be set up just once and posted automatically to as many periods
  as needed

  Non-postable G/L accounts may be defi ned for automatic routing of journal entry distributions
  by percentage to other postable G/L accounts

  Accounts may be defi ned for automatic generation of counterbalancing entries

  On screen account inquiry

  Automatic interfacing from companion modules such as Accounts payable, Accounts receivable
  and Inventory control etc.

  Account identifi cations (Account numbers) may be changed easily without loss of data or
  account integrity, even after you have been using the system for several months.

  G/L account number substitutions can be defi ned and automatically cross referenced for
  deployment when interfacing G/L transactions from other integrated JCS modules.

  Displayed defaults are employed extensively to enhance keyboard productivity and to make  your 
  use of the system as simple as possible
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DATABASE ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW

The Database administration module is designed to permit a designated responsible individual to manage 
system access and security via simple but effective password controls. A number of fi le manipulation 
utilities are also included in this module for use by the system administrator. These fi le manipulation
utilities are not normally required in regular system operations and individuals without advanced
knowledge are discouraged from using them.

SUMMARY OF SECURITY FEATURES

  Facilities to add, delete or otherwise manipulate individual user passwords at the menu item
  level

  Complete program access listing, sequenced by password

  Facilities to undertake mass password setup, replication and removal for old and new users

SUMMARY OF FILE MAINTENANCE UTILITY FEATURES

  File initialization utility

  Data dictionary maintenance utility

  File maintenance utility (Create, delete or change records)

  Facilities to distribute data fi les accross combinations of multiple disk drives/directories

  Facilities for data export to Comma or Tab delimited output fi les 
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SUMMARY OF G/L SET UP AND OPERATION

The following steps are involved in the set up and operation of your General Ledger system :-

INITIAL SYSTEM SET UP

- Use menu selection 1 to enter period start and end dates for your current fi nancial year and the fi rst 
 three periods of your next fi nancial year. Note that it is OK to use estimated dates for the next year as 
 these dates can easily be changed to accurate ones as the new year is more closely approached.

- Defi ne your G/L account numbers and use menu selection 2 to create a chart of accounts for your business.

- Use menu selection 22 to obtain a listing of your chart of accounts for reference and verifi cation.

- Enter all your account balances using menu selection 10. Note that you can do this by either entering exact  
 historical totals for each individual period, or by entering single year to date amounts as current period 
 totals for each account.

- Use menu selection 34 to print a trial balance. This will help you verify initial accuracy of the system 
 compared to your manual records.

- You may wish to enter budgets and prior year comparative fi gures at this stage. Use menu 
 selections 3 and 4 for this purpose. Note that the entry of budgets/comparatives is strictly optional
 and may be deferred to a more convenient time, or omitted completely if you do not use this
 information in your business. Once again, single year to date amounts may be entered as current 
 period totals for each account if this is more convenient for you.

- Use menu selections 23 and 24 to print listings for verifi cation of budget and comparative data (if applicable).

- Set up any required auto-distributions using menu selection 5. Once again, this step is optional and 
 may be deferred or omitted completely if you have no need to use it in your business.

- Use menu selection 25 to print a listing to verify your distribution codes (if applicable).

- Defi ne your fi nancial statements using  menu selection 8. Note that this step may be omitted or deferred 
 until a more convenient time.

- Use menu selection 28 to print a listing to verify your financial statement specifications
 (if applicable).

NORMAL MONTHLY SYSTEM OPERATIONS

- Use menu selection 1 to indicate the start and end dates for the current accounting period (This step 
 is optional but will provides meaningful date defaults when running various accounting applications 
 which will aid your productive use of the system).

- Enter, print and update journal entries using menu selection 14.

- Use menu selections 34 and 35 to print a summary and/or detailed trial balance as needed.

- Print any predefi ned fi nancial statements required using menu selections 29, 30 and 31.

- Optionally, you may purge detailed transactions to conserve disk space on your computer using
 menu selection 18.
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NORMAL YEARLY SYSTEM OPERATIONS

- Before proceeding with the year end close, please see the detailed notes on this function concerning 
 fi nal postings to the net profi t and retained earnings accounts.

- Use menu selection 38 to undertake the year end closing. (Make sure you have purged all transaction 
 detail for the year before you commence the closing. Note also that the year end closing may be
 deferred for up to three periods into the following fi scal year.

- Use menu selection 1 to check, enter or change period start and end dates for the new financial  year. 
 All period start and end dates get rolled forward as part of closing the prior year and the new date 
 assignments will almost certainly need to be adjusted for your business needs.

- You may wish to enter budgets for the new year at this stage. Use menu selection 6 for this purpose. 
 Note that the entry of budgets is strictly optional at this stage and may be deferred or omitted 
 completely.
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MAINTAIN ACCOUNTING PERIODS                                              Menu selection 1

This function is used to defi ne the starting and ending dates for accounting periods used in your
business. Either 12 or 13 periods may be used.

Dates associated with each accounting period (Current fi nancial year plus three periods into the following 
fi nancial year) are displayed on the screen together with the start and end dates associated with the 
current (usually the active) accounting period. Dates specifi ed here must accurately refl ect your offi cial 
accounting periods. These period dates should not be changed during the normal course of a fi nancial 
year.  An exception to this rule applies in the case of the current active period dates which should 
preferably be changed after work on the current fi nancial period has ended.

Note that all accounting period start/end dates must be entered accurately as the system undertakes 
only minimal validation for overlap reasonability.

You will need to change period start/end dates for the following reasons :-

1) When conducting your initial system set up

2) Immediately following a year end close

3) Optionally after work on each month end is complete (Current period start/end dates only)

Note that if you are using 12 accounting periods in a year, then period 13 start and end dates must 
match those used for period 12.

Note that current period start/end dates are merely used to supply accounting period default date 
selections for other programs.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 1 from the main G/L menu and enter  the  required password.

A full display of accounting periods will be presented on the screen. Each individual period  date is 
identifi ed by a fi eld number.

The period dates displayed may be changed by selecting the applicable fi eld number and entering a new 
date. Note that dates can be entered using a format of either DD-MMM-YYYY, DDMMYY or DDMMYYYY 
and will be checked for basic validity e.g. dates must exist (taking account of leap years). When all 
changes have been made, you may press < ENTER > instead of responding with a fi eld number, this 
will end the program and return you to the main G/L menu.
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MAINTAIN CHART OF ACCOUNTS                                               Menu selection 2

This function should be used to create, change or delete accounts in the General Ledger chart of 
accounts.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 2 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

CREATE DELETE OR UPDATE
- Enter C to create new accounts
   U to update (change) existing accounts
   D to delete accounts
 or  Press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu

Note that with the exception of Update mode, you will be asked to confi rm  all actions before data is 
committed to any system fi les.

CREATING NEW ACCOUNTS

You will be prompted for specifi c information about each new account created. The following notes will 
assist you to determine the correct responses :-

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- All accounts must be entered in the form AAAA-XXX, where AAAA represents a four character 
 alphanumeric main account identifi cation and XXX represents a three character alphanumeric profi t 
 centre (department or cost centre). Remember that careful structuring of your account numbers can 
 yield advantages for  later use of the system e.g. Many G/L reports allow you to choose and/or 
 accumulate data for individual profi t centres and often permit listings to be obtained for an inclusive 
 range of accounts. Sensible grouping of account numbers into ranges can also simplify the task of 
 defi ning specifi cations for your fi nancial statements.

- The  system will not permit accidental entry of the same account twice

DESCRIPTION
- Between 1 and 30 characters should be used to describe the account

BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNT
- Y indicates a balance sheet account, N indicates otherwise. The distinction is used by the system to 
 identify accounts where balances must be carried forward (rolled over) at the end of a fi nancial year.

- Make sure that you identify balance sheet accounts properly in order that the system will carry forward 
 YTD balances after a year end close. Account balances are not carried forward for non-balance sheet 
 accounts.

NORMAL BALANCE
- Use D if the normal account balance is DEBIT, otherwise use C  for accounts which are usually  expected 
 to carry a CREDIT balance.

- This characteristic is used as a convenience to help you specify fi nancial statements. Abnormal   balances 
 will be bracketed () and treated as negatives in the context of statement additions and subtractions.  
 Otherwise this feature has no signifi cance in the system operation.
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COUNTERBALANCE ACCOUNT
- Enter a valid counterbalancing account number or press < ENTER > to ignore this fi eld.

- Counterbalancing accounts must be entered in the form AAAA-XXX, where AAAA represents a four 
 character alphanumeric main account identifi cation and XXX represents a three character alphanumeric 
 profi t centre (department or cost centre).

- The system will not permit you to enter an account which does not already exist in the chart of  accounts. 
 Additionally the account specifi ed as counterbalancing must be postable (See description of postable 
 account).

- All direct postings to the main account will automatically cause a mirrored entry to the account specifi ed 
 in the counterbalance account fi eld i.e. a debit posted to the account will  result in a corresponding credit 
 to the associated counterbalance account and vice-versa for a credit posting to the main account.

DISTRIBUTION CODE
- This fi eld is automatically skipped if a counterbalance account was selected previously.

- Enter a three character distribution code or press < ENTER > to ignore this fi eld.

- The system will not permit entry of a distribution code unless it has been previously defi ned via the 
 distribution codes maintenance function (See menu selection 3).

- All direct postings to this account will be diverted to other accounts where amounts will be derived in 
 accordance with predefi ned percentages specifi ed for the distribution code concerned.

POSTABLE ACCOUNT
- Enter Y if you wish to permit direct posting to this account, otherwise enter N to prohibit postings to 
 the account.

- This fi eld is automatically set to Y if a counterbalance account was specifi ed earlier.

- This fi eld is automatically set to N if a distribution code was specifi ed earlier.

UPDATING (CHANGING) EXISTING ACCOUNTS

You will be asked to specify the account number to change after which the relevant account details 
will be displayed on the screen together with their associated fi eld numbers. Account details may be 
changed by selecting the applicable fi eld number and responding to the prompt concerned. All fi elds may 
be changed except the account number itself (See menu selection 29 if you wish to change the account 
number). It should  be noted that some combinations of account characteristics may be disallowed in 
order to maintain consistency e.g. a distribution code may not be added unless the account concerned 
is fi rst made non-postable.
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DELETING EXISTING ACCOUNTS

You will be asked to specify the account number to delete after which the relevant account details will 
be displayed on the screen. The system will request that you confi rm before the account is actually 
deleted.

Note that the system will not permit you to delete an account in cases where transactions  exist, or where 
the year to date, or fi rst three periods of next year show an account balance which is non-zero.
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MAINTAIN BUDGETS                                                                      Menu selection 3

This function should be used to create or change period budgets in the General Ledger chart of accounts.
YTD budgets do not need to be entered as the system can determine these automatically from the period 
level information which you enter.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 3 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter a G/L account number in the form AAAA-XXX, or press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L 
 menu.

- The system will not accept account numbers which have not already been set up in the chart of
 accounts

THIS YEAR PERIOD XX BUDGET
- Enter a new budget amount for the period (XX) displayed, or press < ENTER > to leave the existing 
 amount (displayed in angle brackets) unchanged.

- Note that during entry you may switch between the debit and credit columns by pressing either of the 
 left or right arrow keys. All amounts should be entered as positive numbers in the range 0.00 to 
 9999999999.99.

- The program will continue to prompt you for entry of budget amounts (period by period) before
 proceeding to the next step.

- Note that you may also enter budget amounts for the fi rst three periods of the next fi nancial year.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Enter Y to save the changes entered, otherwise enter N to abort the changes concerned.

- Repeat the above steps for all accounts which require budgets set up or changed.

Note that if you only use 12 accounting periods, then zero (0.00) must be entered as the budget amount 
for period 13.
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MAINTAIN COMPARATIVES                                                         Menu selection 4

This function should be used to create or change period comparatives in the General Ledger chart of 
accounts. YTD comparatives do not need to be entered as the system can determine  these automatically
from the period level information which you enter.

This function may be used during initial system set up if you require the system to report on last year 
comparatives. Under normal circumstances you will not need to use this function as the system will 
automatically generate comparative data as part of year end processing.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 4 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter a G/L account number in the form AAAA-XXX, or press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L 
 menu.

- The system will not accept account numbers which have not already been set up in the chart of
 accounts

LAST YEARS BEGINNING BALANCE
- Enter an amount representing the account balance as at the beginning of the prior fi nancial year or 
 press < ENTER > to leave the existing amount (displayed in angle brackets) unchanged.

- Note that during entry you may switch between the debit and credit columns by pressing either of the 
 left or right arrow keys. All amounts should be entered as positive numbers in the range 0.00 to 
 9999999999.99.

PERIOD XX COMPARATIVE AMOUNT
- Enter a new comparative amount for the period (XX) displayed or press < ENTER > to leave the 
 existing amount (displayed in angle brackets) unchanged.

- Note that during entry you may switch between the debit and credit columns by pressing either of the 
 left or right arrow keys. All amounts should be entered as positive numbers in the range 0.00 to 
 9999999999.99.

- The program will continue to prompt you for entry of amounts (period by period) before proceeding 
 to the next step.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Enter Y to save the changes entered, otherwise enter N to abort the changes concerned.

- Repeat the above steps for all accounts which require comparatives set up or changed.

Note that if you only use 12 accounting periods, then zero (0.00) must be entered as the comparative 
amount for period 13.
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MAINTAIN DISTRIBUTION CODES                                                Menu selection 5

This function permits you to set up and maintain distribution codes. These codes can subsequently 
be used to automate the distribution of expenses across a number of accounts and profi t centres on a
percentage basis. Distribution codes may be invoked from A/P invoice entry as well as G/L journal 
entry. 

In setting up a distribution code, you must enter the accounts and distribution percentages applicable. 
Account numbers must exist in the chart of accounts before they can be defi ned in a distribution code 
and the percentages used must be whole numbers between 1 and  99.  Before a distribution code is 
accepted by the system, the total of all percentages entered against it must equal 100.

Note that distribution codes can only be employed in conjunction with accounts designated
'non-postable', whereas accounts receiving distributed amounts must be designated 'postable' in the 
chart of accounts.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 5  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

DISTRIBUTION CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic distribution code or press < ENTER >  to end  the program and 
 return to the main G/L menu.

CREATING NEW DISTRIBUTION CODES

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter a valid G/L account number or press < ENTER > if you have fi nished entering accounts for this
 distribution code.

DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE
- Enter a percentage between 1 and 99 (Note that the distribution total must not exceed 100%).

- Repeat the above two steps until all accounts and percentages have been entered.

DELETING A DISTRIBUTION CODE

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter the G/L account number that you wish to delete from the distribution or press < ENTER > if you 
 have fi nished deleting accounts.

CONFIRM OK TO DELETE
- Enter Y to confi rm that you wish to delete the account or press < ENTER > to abort the deletion and 
 return to the previous step.

- Repeat the above two steps until all required accounts have been deleted.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Note that this program will not permit you to exit unless the running distribution total is either zero or 
100 percent.
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The program will permit you to mix additions and deletions without having to select separate program 
options for this purpose i.e. if you enter an account number which already exists for the distribution code 
concerned, then the program will assume you mean to delete it and will prompt you for confi rmation. 
Similarly, if you enter an account number which does not exist for the distribution code concerned, then 
the program will assume you wish to add it and will prompt you accordingly.

It may be prudent to obtain a listing of distribution code accounts (Menu selection 25) before you attempt 
distribution code deletions. Additionally you should bear in mind that the chart of accounts may need to 
be adjusted if there are accounts which bear reference to the distribution codes you intend to delete.
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MAINTAIN RECURRENT ENTRIES                                                Menu selection 6

This function is used in conjunction with the Journal Entry function (Menu selection 11), to set up and 
post batches of repeating journal entries. The general procedure employed to set up and post recurrent 
entries is as follows :-

- Enter a batch of journal entries using the Journal Entry function (Menu selection 14). The transaction
 dates you use in setting up the batch are not important at this stage.

- Use the Recurrent Entries function (Menu selection 6) to set a date which will apply to all transactions
 in the batch and thereby dictate the fi scal period to which they will be posted.

- Update the batch to the General Ledger using the Journal Entry function (Menu selection 11),
 remembering that the batch should not be deleted after update because it may be re-used for posting
 to other periods.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 6  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

BATCH NAME
- Enter a three character alphanumeric batch name or press < ENTER > to end the program and return
 to the main G/L menu.

NEW TRANSACTION DATE
- Enter a date (Must be within the current fi scal year, or fi rst three periods of next year), using the date 
 format DD-MMM-YYYY, or press < ENTER > to use the current fi scal period start date from the G/L 
 periods fi le.

- The date entered here will be used to determine the fi scal period to which the batch of transactions 
 will be posted.

READY YES OR NO
- Press < ENTER > to make the date changes (and wait for the system to complete processing), or type
 N to abort the date change and start again.

Repeat the 3 steps above for each batch you wish to prepare for update to the General Ledger.
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MAINTAIN ACCOUNT CROSS REFERENCES                              Menu selection 7

This function is used in conjunction with interfacing G/L transactions from other integrated JCS modules 
such as A/R, A/P, Billing, Inventory Control and Write-offs. 

G/L transactions automatically generated from these other JCS modules fl ow into Journal Entry Batches 
which are identical in structure to those manually entered using Menu selection 14. The G/L accounts 
determined during the interface process might occasionally not match desired results and in such cases it 
is possible to redirect such transactions to the appropriate account through a process of cross-referencing. 
Such redirection is accomplished by setting up an appropriate cross reference using this facility.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 7  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

CREATE DELETE OR UPDATE
- Enter C to create a new cross reference relationship
  U to update (change) existing cross references
  D to delete an existing cross reference
 or Press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu

Note that with the exception of Update mode, you will be asked to confi rm  all actions before data is 
committed to any system fi les.

CREATING NEW CROSS REFERENCES

You will be prompted for specifi c information about each new cross reference relationship  created. The 
following notes will assist you to determine the correct responses :-

TRANSLATE FROM G/L ACCOUNT
- All accounts must be entered in the form AAAA-XXX, where AAAA represents a four character
 alphanumeric main account identifi cation and XXX represents a three character alphanumeric profi t 
 centre (department or cost centre).

- Any G/L transactions interfaced from other JCS modules bearing the account number you specify
 here will be translated to the account number you specify next as the 'Translate To G/L Account".

TRANSLATE TO G/L ACCOUNT
- All accounts must be entered in the form AAAA-XXX, where AAAA represents a four character
 alphanumeric main account identifi cation and XXX represents a three character alphanumeric profi t 
 centre (department or cost centre).

- Any G/L transactions interfaced from other JCS modules bearing the account number you specifi ed
 previously in the "Translate From G/L Account" will be translated to this account number during any 
 future interface activities.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Enter Y to confi rm the cross reference relationship you have just entered, otherwise enter N to abort
 this entry.

- Repeat the above steps for each new cross reference relationship needed.
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UPDATING (CHANGING) EXISTING CROSS REFERENCES

You will be asked to specify the "Translate from" account number to change, after which the target
account will also be displayed on the screen. At this point the target account may be changed by
selecting the applicable fi eld number and responding to the prompt concerned. Note that only the target 
account may be changed at this stage.

DELETING EXISTING ACCOUNTS

You will be asked to specify the "Translate from" account number to delete after which the relevant 
details will be displayed on the screen. The system will request that you confi rm before the cross
reference relationship is actually deleted.
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MAINTAIN FINANCIAL STATEMENT SPECS                                Menu selection 8

This function permits you to maintain (Create and delete) individual instructions used in the build up of 
fi nancial statement specifi cations.

CREATING STATEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

This function permits you to predefi ne a variety of fi nancial statements which can then be run as often 
as the needs of your business dictate. All fi nancial  statements are defi ned in a common way and format 
options such as budgets or comparatives (with or without ratios),  can be selected at run time. Additional 
run-time selections permit you to print a statement for a single profi t centre or consolidated for any range 
of profi t centres. In all cases both current period and year to date fi gures are calculated automatically.

Each statement is defined using a collection of pre-programmed instructions to build up a
comprehensive statement specifi cation. Individual instructions are grouped together under a report 
code using sequence numbers which instruct the computer on how to order its actions in printing the 
statement concerned. These special instructions can be used to control the position and content of text 
printed on the statement, in addition to providing mechanisms for control over dollar amounts which are 
stored, manipulated and printed using special accumulators. A description of the instructions which can 
be used collectively in a fi nancial statement defi nition is now in order :-

HEADING (Function H)
This is usually the fi rst instruction used in all statements and is employed to print a textual heading on 
your statement. This instruction permits you to specify a detailed line of text, together with its starting 
print column on the page. Several heading instructions can be used in sequence if needed and heading 
instructions can also be used to place text within the body of a statement. Special uses of the heading 
instruction include ‘keywords’ which can be made to trigger automatic printing of the accounting period 
end date or profi t centre range based upon selections made at statement run time. It should be noted 
that in order to provide maximum fl exibility, headings are not automatically repeated on multi-page 
statements.

OUTPUT (Function O)
This instruction is used to print a detailed line (dollars and/or text) on a statement.You use this
instruction to specify any required text and to choose which of 10 dollar accumulators will be printed on 
the statement line.

PLUS (Function P)
This instruction is used to add together the period and year to date balances (separately of course) 
for a defi ned G/L account number range and to ADD these totals to the contents of a specifi c result
accumulator. Note that each accumulator is partitioned to hold current  period and YTD values as
distinctly separate items.

MINUS (Function M)
This instruction operates in a similar way to the PLUS function, except that the account range totals are 
SUBTRACTED from the contents of the specifi ed result accumulator.

CLEAR (Function C)
This instruction is used to clear (Zero), the values of a specifi ed accumulator.

ADD (Function A)
This instruction is used to add together the contents of two separate accumulators and to place the 
results in a third specifi ed accumulator. Note that the results replace whatever values were previously 
held in the target accumulator.
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SUBTRACT (Function S)
This instruction is used to subtract the contents of one accumulator from those of another and to place 
the results in a third specifi ed accumulator. Once again, please note that the results replace whatever 
values were previously held in the target accumulator.

NOTE ON RATIOS

Note that a special case applies if you wish to use ratios on a statement. In such cases the base amounts 
used to compute ratios must always be placed in accumulator 9. For example, if you wish to express 
dollars on a statement as a percentage of sales, then the sales account or accounts should be summed 
and the result placed in accumulator 9. this will cause ratios to be printed automatically against each 
dollar line on the statement based on a percentage proportional to sales. Ratios will be ignored unless 
you select this as an option at statement run time.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 8  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code, press < ENTER > to repeat the last report code, or 
 press < TAB > to return to the main G/L menu.

SEQUENCE NUMBER
- Enter a four digit sequence number (Leading zeros are not needed), or press < ENTER >  and the 
 computer will automatically select the sequence number for you by adding 10 to the number you last 
 entered in this session. Note that if the report code/sequence combination is already in use then 
 you should skip the create instructions section and proceed to the delete instructions section of this
 procedure.

CREATING NEW INSTRUCTIONS

You will be prompted for specifi c information about each new instruction created. The following notes 
will assist you to determine the correct responses :-

FUNCTION (H,O,P,M,C,A,S)
- Enter one of the above function codes. Refer to the descriptions above for an explanation of each 
 functions purpose.

FORMFEED BEFORE YES OR NO (Only required for functions H,O)
- Enter Y if you desire a page feed (formfeed) before printing the statement heading or detail line
 concerned, otherwise enter N.

START PRINT COLUMN FOR TEXT (Only required for function H)
- Enter a number in the range 1-118. This should represent the statement column at which you require
 the heading to start printing.

NO. OF BLANK LINES BEFORE (Only required for functions H,O)
- Enter a number in the range 0-50. This should represent the number of blank lines (rows) which you 
 require to be printed before the statement heading or detail line is printed.

NUMBER OF UNDERLINES ABOVE (Only required for function O)
- Enter either 0,1 or 2. Use this to select the number of emphasis lines required to print above the dollars
 reported on the statement detail line.
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ACCUMULATOR TO PRINT (Only required for function O)
- Specify an accumulator in the range 0-9. This will cause period and YTD dollar totals stored in the
 accumulator concerned to print on the statement detail line, subject to your statement run time
 selections

NUMBER OF UNDERLINES BELOW (Only required for function O)
- Enter either 0,1 or 2. Use this to select the number of emphasis lines required to print below the dollars
 reported on the statement detail line.

STARTING ACCOUNT NUMBER (Only required for functions P,M)
- Enter a four character main account number. Use this in conjunction with ENDING ACCOUNT   NUMBER
 to sum the period and YTD balances of the accounts concerned and to ADD (Function P), or
 SUBTRACT (Function M) these values from the contents of a specifi ed accumulator.

ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER (Only required for functions P,M)
- Enter a four character main account number, or press < ENTER > if the account number is the same
 one specifi ed for the starting account number above. Use this in conjunction with STARTING ACCOUNT 
 NUMBER to sum the period and YTD  balances of  the accounts concerned and to ADD (Function P),
 or SUBTRACT (Function M) these values from the contents of a specifi ed accumulator.

ACCUMULATOR A (Only required for functions A,S)
- Enter an accumulator in the range 0-9. Use this in conjunction with ACCUMULATOR B and the RESULT 
 OR TARGET ACCUMULATOR (see  below), to add together (Function A), or subtract (Function  S),
 the values in accumulator B from the values in accumulator A. In either case, the add/subtract
 products will be placed in the accumulator that you specify as the result or target accumulator (see 
 result accumulator below).

ACCUMULATOR B (Only required for functions A,S)
- Enter an accumulator in the range 0-9. Use this in conjunction with ACCUMULATOR A and the
 RESULT OR TARGET ACCUMULATOR (see  below), to add together (Function A), or subtract
 (Function  S), the values in accumulator B from the values in  accumulator A.  In eithercase, the
 add/subtract products will be placed in the accumulator that you specify as the result or target
 accumulator (see result accumulator below).

RESULT ACCUMULATOR (Only required for functions P,M,C,A,S)
- Specify an accumulator in the range 0-9. Use this to specify the target accumulator in   conjunction with
 ACCUMULATOR A and ACCUMULATOR B  (Functions A and S), or in conjunction with the STARTING 
 ACCOUNT NUMBER and ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER (Functions P and M), or to clear (zero) an 
 accumulator (Function C).

CLEAR ACCUM. AFTER OUTPUT (Only required for function O)
- Type Y if you wish to clear the contents of the accumulator selected for output. Note that if your
 response is Y, then clearing will be undertaken immediately after the accumulator has been printed.

TEXT> (Only required for functions H,O)
- Specify any text required on the statement. Up to 50 characters may be used in statement headings
 (Function H), and up to 40 characters may be used for a statement detail line (Function O). The
 following directives or keywords may be specifi ed in a text line as extraordinary functions :-

- Using the (O)utput function it is possible to suppress printing of dollar amounts on the statement line
 by preceding your text with the word 'TEXT'. For example, if you wish to print the words 'CURRENT 
 ASSETS' on a line without having to print dollars, then type  'TEXTCURRENT ASSETS' to accomplish 
 this.
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- Using the (H)eading function it is possible to print an end date for the accounting period selected at
 statement run time by typing the words PERIOD ENDING in place of a normal text heading.

- Using the (H)eading function it is possible to print the range of profi t centres selected at statement run 
 time by typing the words 'PROFIT CENTRE' in  place of a normal text heading.

PROFIT CENTRE RUN LIMITATION (Only required for functions P,M)
- Enter a three character profi t centre, or press < ENTER > in cases where this restriction is not
 applicable.

- Entering a specifi c profi t centre at this stage will cause the system to disregard account balances for all
 other profi t centres (within the specifi ed account range), regardless of the profi t centre range selected 
 at the time you run the fi nancial statement concerned.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Enter Y to save the instruction you have just entered, otherwise type N to abort entry of the
 instruction.

- Repeat the above steps for each new instruction created.

DELETING INSTRUCTIONS

DELETE YES OR NO
- Enter Y to confi rm that you wish to delete the instruction, otherwise enter N to abort the deletion
 process.

- Repeat the above steps for each instruction you wish to delete.
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DELETE STATEMENT SPECIFICATIONS BY CODE                    Menu selection  9

Use this function to delete all fi nancial statement specifi cations for an individual report code. This facility 
is convenient to use when discarding unwanted and obsolete fi nancial statement specifi cations.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 9 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

THREE CHARACTER REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code, or press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L
 menu.

DELETE YES OR NO
- Reply Y to delete the report specifi cation concerned, or type N to abort the deletion and return to the 
 report code prompt.

- When the report specifi cations have been deleted you will be returned to the report code prompt.

- Repeat the above steps for each report specifi cation you wish to discard.
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CREATE OPENING BALANCES                                                  Menu selection 10

This function should only be used at the time of your initial system set up to create or change opening 
balances and period totals for accounts set up in the General Ledger chart of accounts.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 10 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter a G/L account number in the form AAAA-XXX, or press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L
 menu.

- The system will not accept account numbers which have not already been set up in the chart of
 accounts

THIS YEAR BEGINNING BALANCE
- Enter an amount representing the account balance as at the beginning of the current fi nancial year, or
 press < ENTER > to leave the existing amount (displayed in angle brackets) unchanged.

- Note that during entry you may switch between the debit and credit columns by pressing either of
 the left or right arrow keys. All amounts should be entered as positive numbers in the range 0.00 to
 9999999999.99.

THIS YEAR PERIOD XX AMOUNT 
- Enter an amount for the period (XX) displayed, or press < ENTER > to leave the existing amount
 (displayed in angle brackets) unchanged.

- Note that during entry you may switch between the debit and credit columns by pressing either of
 the left or right arrow keys. All amounts should be entered as positive numbers in the range 0.00 to
 9999999999.99.

- The program will continue to prompt you for entry of amounts (period by period) before proceeding to 
 the next step.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Enter Y to  save the changes entered, otherwise enter N to abort the changes concerned.

- Repeat the above steps for all accounts which require opening balances set up or changed.

Note that if you only use 12 accounting  periods, then zero (0.00) must be entered as the amount for 
period 13.
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ACCOUNT INQUIRY                                                                      Menu selection 12

Use this function to display G/L account transaction details for a given accounting period.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 12 from the  main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter a valid account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L
 menu.

- The system will not accept entry of account numbers which do not appear in the chart of accounts.

PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to inquire on, or press
 < ENTER > to select the default current accounting period. Note that  14 - 16 are used for the fi rst
 three periods of the next fi scal year.

CONTINUE YES OR NO
- Reply Y to proceed with the display, or type N to re-enter the account number.

- At this point, the system will display relevant transaction details on the screen (Up to 12 transactions
 at a time). After each screenful is displayed you will be prompted to continue/discontinue the display. 
 Reply Y to proceed or type N to terminate the current inquiry.

- Repeat the above steps for each separate account inquiry.
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JOURNAL ENTRY                                                                         Menu selection 14

This function should be used to enter and post batched G/L journal entries. The following operations 
may be performed :-

   - Add journal entries to a batch fi le
   - Delete journal entries from a batch fi le
   - List a batch of journal entries on the printer
   - Update a batch of journal entries to the General Ledger and print audit trail
   - Delete a batch of journal entries (Before or after G/L update)

Note that you can list or modify the batch contents (add/delete etc.), as often as needed before updating 
the General Ledger. Additionally, the system displays and enforces batch balancing to ensure that out 
of balance entries cannot be updated to the General Ledger.

Defaults are used extensively during data entry in order to maximise user productivity.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 14 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

ENTER THREE CHARACTER BATCH NAME
- Enter a unique three character batch name, or press < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- The following options will be displayed in the form of a sub- menu :-

     Add transactions
     Delete transactions
     List batch on printer
     Update batch to General Ledger
     Delete batch

SELECT
- Enter the option number required (1 - 5 above), or press < ENTER > to back up one step.

1) ADD TRANSACTIONS

The batch name and running balance will be displayed together on the data entry screen and you will 
be prompted for the following information :-

ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter a valid account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to go back to the journal
 entry sub-menu.

- Note that the system will inform you if the account concerned has been set up with automatic
 distributions or counterbalance features.

- The system will not accept entry of account numbers which do not appear in the chart of accounts.
 Neither will non-postable accounts be accepted unless these have been set up to generate automatic 
 distributions.

- At this point, the system will assign and display a transaction sequence number to uniquely identify 
 the transaction within the batch.
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DATE
- Enter a journal entry date in the form DD-MMM-YYYY, or press < ENTER > to use the system default 
 date. Note that the default date will be one of either the last date you entered during the current journal 
 entry session or the current accounting period start date.

- Note that this date determines the accounting period to which the transaction is posted. You will not
 therefore be permitted to enter a date which falls outside the current fi nancial year, unless this date 
 falls within the fi rst three periods of the next fi nancial year.

- The system will issue a warning if the date entered here falls outside the current accounting period, 
 but will not disallow the entry itself.

SOURCE
- Enter up to six characters to identify the transaction source (e.g. Journal entry number), or press
 < ENTER > to leave this fi eld blank. Note that the previously entered SOURCE will be selected as the 
 default entry where applicable.

- If you specify ACCREV as the source, then the system will generate an automatic reversing  entry (dated 
 the fi rst day of the period immediately following that in which the original   transaction falls). Note that
 accrual reversals will be disallowed if the reversing entry date falls   outside the current fi scal year (plus
 three periods into the next year), or the account concerned   has been set up with a special distribution
 code or counterbalance account.

- Note that this fi eld will be fi lled automatically if the account concerned carries a distribution code or 
 counterbalance account (DISTRB or CTRPST will be used respectively in the source description).

REFERENCE
- Enter up to twenty characters of your own choosing to reference the transaction, or press < ENTER > 
 to leave this fi eld blank. Note that the previously entered reference will be selected as the default entry 
 where applicable.

- Note that this fi eld will be fi lled automatically if the account concerned carries a distribution code.
 A reference of (PER XXXX-AAA DDD) will be used, where XXXX-AAA represents the current account 
 number, and DDD represents the applicable distribution code.

AMOUNT
- Enter a debit or credit amount (Press < ENTER > to toggle between the debit and credit columns in 
 order to enter the amount correctly). Amounts should be entered as positive numbers in the range 0.01 
 to 9999999999.99

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Reply Y to save the transaction or type N to abort the entry and  start it again. The system will display 
 a revised running batch balance at this point.

- Repeat the above steps until all journal entries for the batch have been entered.

2) DELETE TRANSACTIONS

The batch name and running balance will be displayed on the data entry screen and you will be prompted 
for the following information :-
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TRANSACTION NUMBER
- Enter the transaction sequence number which corresponds to the entry you wish to delete, or press 
 < ENTER > to return to the journal entry sub-menu. Note that transaction sequence numbers can be 
 obtained by referencing a listing of the batch.

- At this stage, the system will display all details relevant to the transaction you wish to delete.

DELETE YES OR NO
- Reply Y to delete the transaction, or type N to abort the deletion concerned. The system will display a 
 revised running batch balance at this point.

- Note that deletion removes the whole original transaction, including any associated auto- distributions, 
 counterpostings or reversing entries.

- Repeat the above steps until all deletions are completed.

3) LIST BATCH ON PRINTER

You will be prompted for the following information :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the journal entry sub-menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the journal entry sub-menu.

4) UPDATE BATCH TO GENERAL LEDGER

You will be prompted for the following information :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the journal entry sub-menu.
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DID BATCH LISTING PRINT SATISFACTORILY YES OR NO
- Type N and press < ENTER > to reprint the listing, otherwise reply Y and press < ENTER > to
 continue.

- When printing is completed, then update processing will occur. After all processing is fi nished, you will 
 receive a message indicating whether the batch was updated successfully. Any errors encountered will 
 prevent the batch update taking place. Under these circumstances you should review the batch listing
 to identify corrections required before another update of the batch is attempted.

- When all processing is completed, you will be returned to the journal entry sub-menu.

- Note that you should make a habit of deleting the batch after a successful update to the General Ledger,
 even though the system will prevent accidental secondary updates. The only exception would be in 
 cases where you wish to re-use the batch to post recurrent entries.

5) DELETE BATCH

You will be prompted for the following information :-

ARE YOU SURE YES OR NO
- Reply Y if you intend to delete the batch, or type N to leave the batch intact and return to the journal 
 entry sub menu.

- Note that you may re-use a batch name, once it has been deleted from the system.

- You will be returned to the batch name prompt after the deletion has been made.
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JOURNAL ENTRY BATCH CROSS REFERENCE UPDATE       Menu selection 15

This function can be used to update transactions in an existing G/L journal entries batch to refl ect
current account cross reference settings. This application only needs to be used in circumstance where 
cross reference settings have been changed AFTER interfacing transactions from another JCS module, 
thereby making it too late for cross referencing to be effective.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 15 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password.

ENTER THREE CHARACTER BATCH NAME
- Enter the three character batch name you wish to adjust, or press < ENTER > to return to the main 
 G/L menu.

This program will process all transactions in the selected batch, making any G/L account number
translations needed in accordance with the most recent cross referencing data.
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CHANGE G/L ACCOUNT NUMBERS                                           Menu selection 17

Use this function to change an existing G/L account number. This facility is particularly useful in cases 
where renumbering accounts will improve the logical structuring of your chart of accounts. All data from 
the old account is transferred to the new account number automatically. However, you should be aware 
of the following cases where further manual adjustments may be needed :-

- Any distribution codes which reference the old account number must be adjusted to reference the new 
 account via the distribution codes maintenance function.

- If the old account number was specifi ed as a counterbalance account, then the parent account must 
 be modifi ed to reference the new account via the chart of accounts maintenance function.

- Direct references to the old account contained in any fi nancial statement specifi cations must be
 modifi ed to refl ect the change via the statement specifi cations maintenance function.

- Any and all journal entry batches containing references to the old account number must be modifi ed 
 to refl ect the new account number.

- Data coming from other modules such as Accounts receivable and Accounts payable etc. should
 also be reviewed for impact as a result of any changes made to the chart of accounts.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 17 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

CHANGE FROM ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter the account number you wish to change in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to return 
 to the main G/L menu.

- The system will not accept account numbers which do not appear in the chart of accounts.

CHANGE TO ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter the account number you wish to change to, using the format XXXX-AAA.

- The system will not accept account numbers which already appear in the chart of accounts.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to change the account number, or type N to abort the change and return to the change from 
 account number prompt.

- When the account number has been  changed, you will be returned to the change from account  number 
 prompt.

- Repeat the above steps for each account you wish to change.
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PURGE TRANSACTIONS                                                             Menu selection 18

Use this function to purge unwanted G/L transaction detail from the system. All detail transactions will 
be purged up to and including the accounting period you specify for the purge. Note that except for year 
end closing, this function is used as a convenience only to conserve disk storage space on your server 
i.e. it will not impair your ability to obtain period and YTD level totals concerning your G/L accounts. We 
recommend that you employ this function after each month-end closing, although this interval is not a 
mandatory one. There may be record retention advantages associated with keeping this detail intact 
until year end closing.

You should always employ this function to purge historical transaction details immediately before
undertaking a year end close.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 18  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PURGE THROUGH PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to purge, or press 
 < ENTER > to select the default current accounting period.

-  Note that periods numbered 14 - 16 refer to the fi rst three periods of next fi scal year.

- Note that all prior period transactions up to and including the period you specify here will also be
 purged.

CONTINUE YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence processing the purge or press < ENTER > to cancel the purge and return to the 
 main G/L menu.

- At this point, purge processing will commence. Upon completion you will be returned to the main G/L 
 menu.
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PRINT CHART OF ACCOUNTS                                                    Menu selection 22

Use this function to print a listing of your G/L chart of accounts. All accounts or a range of accounts may 
be selected for printing. An additional printing option permits selection of a  specifi c profi t centre. This 
listing can be used as a reference document and checklist for validating chart of accounts maintenance 
activities.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 22  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following:-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

STARTING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of FIRST 
 (First selects the fi rst account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST (Last 
 selects the last account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the
 default was selected.

PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select all profi t centres.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT BUDGETS                                                                          Menu selection 23

Use this function to print a listing of your budgets. All accounts or a range of accounts may be selected 
for printing. An additional  printing option permits selection of a specifi c profi t centre. This  listing can be 
used as a reference document and checklist for validating budget maintenance activities.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 23  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

STARTING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of FIRST 
 (First selects the fi rst account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST (Last 
 selects the last account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the
 default was selected.

PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select all profi t centres.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT COMPARATIVES                                                               Menu selection 24

Use this function to print a listing of last year period comparatives. All accounts or a range of accounts 
may be selected for printing. An additional printing option permits selection of a specifi c profi t centre. 
This listing can be used as a reference document and checklist for validating comparatives maintenance 
activities.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 19 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

STARTING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of FIRST 
 (First selects the fi rst account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST (Last 
 selects the last account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select all profi t centres.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT G/L DISTRIBUTION CODES                                             Menu selection 25

Use this function to print a listing of distribution codes. Either all codes or a range of codes may be 
selected for printing. This list shows the accounts and percentages associated with each distribution 
code. The listing can be used as a reference document and checklist for validating distribution code 
maintenance activities.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 25 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

STARTING DISTRIBUTION CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic distribution code, or press < ENTER > to use the default of FIRST 
 (First selects the fi rst code automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting distribution 
 code exists. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the default was selected.

ENDING DISTRIBUTION CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic distribution code, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST 
 (Last selects the last code automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending distribution 
 code exists. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the default was selected.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT ACCOUNT XREFERENCES                                              Menu selection 27

Use this function to print a detailed listing of the G/L account cross-reference relationships you had set 
up using Menu selection 7 (Maintain account cross references).

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 27 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following  :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT STATEMENT SPECIFICATIONS                                       Menu selection 28

Use this function to print a detailed listing of your fi nancial statement specifi cations. All report codes 
or a range of report codes may be selected for printing. This report is useful as a record of how your 
statements have been built up, and may also be employed as a basis for identifi cation of any changes 
to your statements in the future.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 28 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following  :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

STARTING REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code, or press < ENTER > to use the default of  FIRST (First 
 selects the fi rst report code automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting report 
 code exists in a specifi cation. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the default was 
 selected.

ENDING REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST (Last 
 selects the last report code automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending report 
 code exists in a specifi cation. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the default was 
 selected.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT STATEMENTS                                                                    Menu selection 29

Use this function to print a detailed fi nancial statement. Period and/or year to date fi gures will be reported, 
and optionally your choice of budgets or last year comparatives may be included if desired. An additional 
printing option permits you to select fi gures for a specifi c profi t centre, or alternatively you may include 
fi gures from a range of profi t centres within a single statement. A fi nal run time option permits you to 
control printing of dollar values using rounded amounts or a detailed dollars and cents format.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 29 from the  main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to report on, or press 
 < ENTER > to select the default current accounting period.

- Note that periods 14 - 16 cover the fi rst three periods of your next fi scal year.

STARTING PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character starting profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select the fi rst profi t centre on 
 fi le.

ENDING PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character ending profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select the last profi t centre on 
 fi le.

SELECT BUDGETS, COMPARATIVES OR NEITHER
- Reply B to include budgets on your statement, type C to include corresponding last year comparatives, 
 or type N to omit these options altogether.

SHOW PERIOD AMOUNTS, YEAR TO DATE AMOUNTS OR BOTH
- Enter P to include period amounts on your statement, type Y to include year to date amounts, or type 
 B to choose both period and year to date fi gures.

SUPPRESS CENTS
- Enter Y to print dollar amounts as rounded (whole) numbers, or type N to use a detailed dollars and 
 cents format.

- Note that commas are used to format numbers when cents are suppressed. Commas are not used if 
 the detailed dollars and cents format is selected.
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REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code.

- Note that the system will only accept codes for statements which have been predefi ned using a
 statement specifi cation (see menu selection 8).

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the PRINT TO prompt
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PRINT STATEMENTS WITH RATIOS                                           Menu selection 30

Use this function to print a detailed fi nancial statement including ratios. Period and/or year to date fi gures
will be reported, and optionally your choice of budgets or last year comparatives may be included 
if desired. An additional printing option permits you to select fi gures for a specifi c profi t centre, or
alternatively you may include fi gures from a range of profi t centres within a single statement. A fi nal run 
time option permits you to control printing of dollar values using rounded amounts or a detailed dollars 
and cents format.

Note that the value contained in accumulator 9 (As defi ned in your statement  specifi cation for this report) 
will be used as the basis for computing ratios.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 30  from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

Press < TAB > if you wish to return to the main G/L menu.

PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to report on, or press
 < ENTER > to select the default current accounting period.

- Note that 14 - 16 cover the fi rst three fi scal periods of your next accounting year.

STARTING PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character starting profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select the fi rst profi t centre on
 fi le.

ENDING PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character ending profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select the last profi t centre on
 fi le.

SELECT BUDGETS, COMPARATIVES OR NEITHER
- Reply B to include budgets on your statement, type C to include corresponding last year comparatives, 
 or type N to omit these options altogether.

SHOW PERIOD AMOUNTS, YEAR TO DATE AMOUNTS OR BOTH
- Enter P to include period amounts on your statement, type Y to include year to date amounts, or type 
 B to choose both period and year to date fi gures.
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SUPPRESS CENTS
- Enter Y to print dollar amounts as rounded (whole) numbers, or type N to use a detailed dollars and 
 cents format.

- Note that commas are used to format numbers when cents are suppressed. Commas are not used if 
 the detailed dollars and cents format is selected.

REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code.

- Note that the system will only accept codes for statements which you have predefi ned using a
 statement specifi cation (see menu selection 8).

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the PRINT TO prompt.
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PRINT STATEMENTS WITH BUDGETS & COMPARATIVES      Menu selection 31

Use this function to print a detailed fi nancial statement. Period and year to date fi gures will be reported, 
together with budgets and last year comparatives. An additional printing option permits you to select 
fi gures for a specifi c profi t centre, or alternatively you may include fi gures from a range of profi t centres 
within a single statement. A fi nal run time option permits you to control printing of dollar values with or 
without commas. All dollar values are printed as rounded (whole) numbers as the detailed dollars and 
cents format is not available for selection on this statement type.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 31 from the  main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the 
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

Press < TAB > if you wish to return to the main G/L menu.

PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to report on, or press 
 < ENTER > to select the default current accounting period.

- Note that periods 14 - 16 cover the fi rst three periods of your next fi scal year.

STARTING PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character starting profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select the fi rst profi t centre on fi le.

ENDING PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character ending profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select the last profi t centre on fi le.

USE COMMAS
- Enter Y to print commas, or type N to suppress comma use.

- Note that dollar amounts as printed as rounded (whole) numbers with or without commas.

REPORT CODE
- Enter a three character alphabetic report code.

- Note that the system will only accept codes for statements which have been predefi ned using a
 statement specifi cation (see menu selection 8).

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the PRINT TO prompt
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PRINT TRIAL BALANCE                                                               Menu selection 34

Use this function to print a trial balance. Both period and year to date fi gures are reported for the period 
you select. All accounts or a range of accounts may be selected for printing. Additional printing options 
permit selection of a specifi c profi t centre and also allow you to suppress printing of accounts which 
have zero period and YTD balances.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 34 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

Press < TAB > if you wish to return to the main G/L menu.

PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to report on, or press 
< ENTER > to select the default current accounting period.

- Note that periods 14 - 16 relate to the fi rst three periods in your next fi scal year.

STARTING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to  use the default of FIRST 
 (First selects the fi rst account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST (Last 
 selects the last account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the
 default was selected.

PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select all profi t centres.

IGNORE ACCOUNTS WITH ZERO BALANCES YES OR NO
- Reply Y to suppress printing of accounts with zero period and YTD balances, or type N to include them 
 in the listing.
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READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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PRINT ACCOUNT DETAIL                                                            Menu selection 35

Use this function to print a detailed trial balance showing full transaction detail for the period you select. 
Both period and year to date fi gures are reported in addition to the detailed transaction level data. All 
accounts or a range of accounts may be selected for printing. An additional printing option permits you 
to select reporting for a specifi c profi t centre if required.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 35 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

Press < TAB > if you wish to return to the main G/L menu.

PERIOD (1-16)
- Enter a number between 1 and 16, representing the accounting period you wish to report on, or press
 < ENTER > to select the default current accounting period.

- Note that periods 14 - 16 cover the fi rst three periods of the next fi scal year.

STARTING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to  use the default of FIRST 
 (First selects the fi rst account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the starting account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

ENDING ACCOUNT NUMBER
- Enter an account number in the form XXXX-AAA, or press < ENTER > to use the default of LAST (Last 
 selects the last account automatically).

- In order to provide maximum fl exibility, the system will not attempt to verify that the ending account 
 number exists in the chart of accounts. However format verifi cation will be undertaken unless the 
 default was selected.

PROFIT CENTRE
- Enter a three character profi t centre, or press < ENTER > to select all profi t centres.

PRINT ACCOUNT GROUP TOTALS
- Enter N to suppress printing of account group subtotals. Type Y or press < ENTER > if you wish
 subtotals to be printed whenever the 4 character main G/L account number prefi x changes.
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READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the PRINT TO destination, or press
 < ENTER > to return to the main G/L menu.

- When printing is completed you will be returned to the main G/L menu.
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YEAR END CLOSING                                                                    Menu selection 38 

Use this function to close a fi nancial year. The closing may be undertaken either at the end of posting 
for the current fi nancial year, or at the latest prior to commencement of posting to period four of the next 
fi scal year. Year end closing performs the following operations :-

- Rolls the period totals of the currently closed year into the prior year comparative fi elds.

- Clears all period totals for the upcoming fi nancial year (and sets new ones for periods 1 - 3 of the new 
 year if applicable).

- Establishes beginning balances for the new fi nancial year. Balance sheet account balances are rolled 
 forward, all other beginning balances are set to zero.

- Sets all budgets to zero (and sets new ones for periods 1 - 3 of the new year if applicable).

- Rolls all accounting period dates forward one year. (These may need to be adjusted via menu selection 
 1 if your accounting period dates vary between one year and the next).

This function must be employed before posting commences to period four of a new accounting year. 
The following explains the procedure you should follow :-

- Ensure that all required reports and statements have been printed before the year is closed.

- Post the value of net income for the year as a debit to your Income Summary account (This is a
 non-balance sheet account which should be created now if it does not already exist in your present 
 chart of accounts).

- Post the value of net income as a credit to the retained earnings account (This is a balance sheet
 account which should be created now if it does not already exist in your present chart of accounts).

- Run the G/L purge (Menu selection 13)

- Run the year end closing function

- Enter accounting period dates for the new fi nancial year, if these need to be changed. (Menu selection
 1). Double check that you have entered dates correctly (This is most important).

- Run a trial balance to check that all is as it should be, before you commence posting again.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 38 from the main G/L menu and enter the required password. You will be prompted for the
following :-

CONFIRM OK TO CLOSE YEAR YES OR NO
- Reply Y to proceed, or type N to cancel the close and return to the main G/L menu.
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ARE YOU ABSOLUTELY SURE YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence processing the close, type N to abort the close, or press < ENTER > to return 
 to the main G/L menu.

- At this point, year end processing will commence. Upon completion you will be returned to the main 
 G/L menu.

WARNING : We strongly recommend that you undertake a full backup of all your data fi les prior to
undertaking a year end close. This is a wise precaution in case accounts have been set up incorrectly 
as balance sheet or expense types and therefore receive incorrect roll forward actions.



DATABASE ADMINISTRATION

Note that only a required subset of the Database Administration tools are made available with the Freeware
General Ledger module. The Menu selections which have been excluded from the Freeware distribution 
are either software development related, or apply only to other JCS modules.
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MAINTAIN PASSWORDS                                                                Menu selection 4

This function can be used to create or delete user passwords governing access to the various JCS 
menus and menu item selections.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 4 from the main database administration menu and enter the required password.

CREATE DELETE OR VIEW
- Enter C to create an access password to a menu or menu item
  D to delete an access password to a menu or menu item
 or Press < ENTER > to return to the main D/A menu

CREATING A PASSWORD ACCESS

You will be prompted for the following information :-

MENU ITEM
- Press < ENTER > to return to the CREATE OR DELETE prompt, or enter a four character menu item 
 code for which access is to be granted.

- Menu item codes are derived using a two character alphabetic menu code, plus a two digit  menu item 
 number. Menu codes must be specifi ed as follows :-

  GL = General ledger AP = Accounts payable
  AR = Accounts receivable OP = Order processing
  IC = Inventory control DA = Database administration
  RE = Rental & service billing PO = Purchase order processing
  SA = Sales analysis VP = Service management

- Menu item numbers must be specifi ed using two digits.

- Examples of valid menu item codes are :-

 DA04 = Database administration menu selection 4
 OP14 = Sales order processing menu selection 14

PASSWORD
- Enter the password required using between 1 and 6 characters.

PROGRAM
- Enter the six character program name which relates to the selected menu item number.

- A list of program names applicable to each menu selection can be obtained using menu selection 14 
 (Print passwords).

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Reply Y to create the above access password, or type N to abort the entry concerned.

Repeat the above procedure for each new access required.
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DELETING A PASSWORD ACCESS

You will be prompted for the following information :-

MENU ITEM
- Press < ENTER > to return to the CREATE OR DELETE prompt, or enter a four character menu item 
 code for which access is to be removed.

- Menu item codes are derived using a two character alphabetic menu code, plus a two digit  menu item 
 number. (See CREATING A PASSWORD ACCESS above for details on this).

- Examples of valid menu item codes are :-

 DA04 = Database administration menu selection 4
 IC15  = Inventory control menu selection 15
 GL12 = General ledger menu selection 12

PASSWORD
- Enter the password required using between 1 and 6 characters.

PROGRAM NAME
- This is automatically displayed by the system.

DELETE YES OR NO
- Reply Y to delete the password access, or type N to abort the deletion concerned.

Repeat the above procedure for each access to be deleted.
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CHANGE A PASSWORD                                                                 Menu selection 5

This function may be used to undertake mass changes for a user password. All access assigned to a 
specifi c user password may be transferred to a new or different password automatically. This can be 
particularly useful in cases where passwords need to be changed frequently for security reasons, or if 
staff turnover has taken place requiring the transfer of responsibilities to a new user.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 5 from the main database administration menu and enter the required password.

CHANGE PASSWORD FROM
- Enter the password you wish to change from, or press < ENTER > to return to the main database 
 administration menu.

CHANGE PASSWORD TO
- Enter the password you wish to change to.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to process the requested change. Type N to re-enter the change from password, or press 
 < ENTER > to abort the change and return to the main database administration menu.
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MASS CREATE/DELETE PASSWORDS                                        Menu selection 6

This function may be used to automatically replicate an existing user's access to a new user, or to mass 
delete all access passwords for a specifi ed individual user. This can be particularly useful in the set up 
of a common access profi le for new employees and in cases where an individual has terminated their 
employment and all system access needs to be removed quickly.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 6 from the main database administration menu and enter the required password.

REPLICATE OR DELETE
- Enter R to replicate the access profi le of an existing user password, Type D to remove all access for 
 a given password, or press < ENTER > to return to the main database administration menu.

REPLICATE A PASSWORD

EXISTING USER PASSWORD
- Enter the six character password you wish to replicate from, or press < ENTER > to return to the 
 REPLICATE OR DELETE prompt.

- The selected source password must be valid and already exist in the system.

NEW USER PASSWORD
- Enter the six character password you wish to use as the replication target.

- The selected target password must not already exist in the system.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Reply Y to process the requested change, or Type N to re-enter the existing user password. The default 
 response is Y.

- Upon completion of the requested actions you will be returned to the EXISTING USER PASSWORD 
 prompt.

MASS PASSWORD DELETE

PASSWORD TO DELETE
- Enter the six character password you wish to delete, or press < ENTER > to return to the REPLICATE 
 OR DELETE prompt.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to process the requested deletions, or Type N to re-enter the password to delete. The default 
 response is N.

- Upon completion of the requested deletions you will be returned to the PASSWORD TO DELETE 
 prompt.
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MAINTAIN USER PROFILES                                                          Menu selection 7

This function permits an experienced system manager to alter the setup of JCS modules on an OpenVMS 
server. Aspects of system setup which may be changed are as follows :-

 1. Data fi les may be stored in a single location (recommended for simplicity), or distributed across an 
  unlimited number of different disk drive and directory combinations.

 2. The disk drive and directory in which JCS program modules are stored may be changed from the 
  standard setting.

 3. Multiple instances of JCS can be run on a single server, permitting the concurrent operation of 
  several discrete companies.

These adjustments are accomplished through the placement and subsequent maintenance of User profi les.
User profi les are defi ned in a special fi le called UI.DAT Each user login/default directory needs to have 
its own copy of this fi le. In the absence of this fi le, all JCS programs and data fi les must be placed on 
a single disk drive in a single directory. Your JCS media includes a copy of UI.DAT which has been 
preconfi gured as follows :-

 PARAMETER    OPENVMS LOCATION

 DFD - Location for data fi les (All)  [JCS]
 PRD - Location for all program modules [JCSPROGS]

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 7 from the main database administration menu and enter the required password.

CREATE DELETE OR UPDATE
- Enter C to create new parameters
   U to update (change) existing parameters
   D to delete parameters
  or  Press < ENTER > to return to the main database administration menu

Note that with the exception of Update mode, you will be asked to confi rm all actions before data is 
committed to any system fi les.
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CREATING NEW PARAMETER RECORDS

You will be prompted for specifi c information about each new parameter created. The following notes 
will assist you to determine the correct responses :-

PARAMETER CODE
- Enter a three character alphanumeric parameter code, or press < ENTER > to return to the CREATE 
 UPDATE OR DELETE prompt.

- If You are specifying the location of an individual data fi le (e.g. GM.DAT), or temporary fi le (e.g. T1.DAT),
 or batch fi le (e.g. GB.XXX), then enter the fi rst two characters of the fi le name, followed by the letter 
 F to indicate this is an individual fi le placement parameter. i.e. GMF, T1F and GBF would be appropriate 
 for the previously stated examples. If you intend all fi les to be placed in a single location then DFD 
 should be specifi ed as the fi le placement parameter and it is no longer necessary to use individual fi le 
 placement parameters. Another option is to use DFD in combination with additional individual specifi c 
 fi le placement parameters. In such cases, individual fi le placement parameters are treated as exceptions
 to the global DFD setting.

- If you are specifying the location of JCS program modules, then PRD should be entered as the required 
 parameter code.

DESCRIPTION
- Enter up to thirty alphanumeric characters consistent with the aforementioned parameter you are 
 describing.

- If you are describing the location of a data fi le, then enter the intended disk location on your system 
 e.g. DKA0:[TEST]. Note that the disk drive identifi er may be omitted if the fi le is to be located on the 
 users default disk drive.

- If you are describing the location of JCS program modules, then enter the intended disk location of 
 these programs on your system e.g. DKA0:[JCSPROGS]. Note that the disk drive identifi er may be 
 omitted if the programs are to be located on the users default disk drive.

ACCEPT YES OR NO
- Enter Y to save the parameter information you have just entered, otherwise type N to abort creation of 
 this parameter. The default selection is Y.

- Repeat the above steps for each new parameter.

UPDATING (CHANGING) EXISTING PARAMETERS

You will be asked to specify the parameterr to change, after which the relevant details will be displayed 
on the screen together with their associated fi eld numbers. Parameter details may be changed by
selecting the applicable fi eld number and responding to the prompt concerned.

Note that pressing < ENTER > at the Parameter code prompt will return you to the CREATE DELETE 
UPDATE level.

Note that pressing < ENTER > at the Field number prompt will update your changes and return you to 
the Parameter code prompt.
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DELETING EXISTING PARAMETERS

You will be asked to specify the Parameter code to delete after which the relevant details will be displayed 
on the screen. The system will request that you confi rm before the parameter is actually deleted.

Note that pressing < ENTER > at the Parameter code prompt will return you to the CREATE DELETE 
UPDATE level.
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FILE EXPORT UTILITY                                                                 Menu selection 13

This function may be used to export the entire contents of any JCS data fi le into a popular fl at fi le text 
format. Both comma and tab delimited formats are supported. Text fi les using these formats can easily be
imported into a variety of desktop applications such as Microsoft Excel and Access.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 13 from the main database administration menu and enter the required password.

ENTER TWO CHARACTER FILE NAME
- Enter the two character JCS fi le name you wish to export (An extension of .DAT is assumed), or press 
 < ENTER > to return to the main database administration menu.

EXPORT AS COMMA OR TAB DELIMITED
- Enter C to create a text fi le using the comma delimited format, otherwise type T to use the tab delimited 
 format. The default selection is C.

PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE
- press < ENTER > when you are ready to begin the export process.

- Upon completion of the export operation you will be returned to the main database administration menu .
 A text fi le will have been generated on your server and can be found within your USER DIRECTORY.
 The text fi le name will include the usual two character JCS fi le name, followed by the extension of TXT.
 An example of this would be RC.TXT in the case of the customer master fi le.

- If required, the text fi le can be transferred from the server to your local Desktop system using FTP
 (File Transfer protocol).
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PRINT PASSWORDS                                                                    Menu selection 14

This function may be used to obtain a comprehensive user password listing. The listing is sequenced 
by password showing all menu selections and program names for which access has been granted. This 
listing may be run for all user passwords, a range, or a single password.

USING THIS PROGRAM

Select 14 from the main database administration menu and enter the required password.

PRINT TO < DEFAULT >
- Press  < ENTER > to send the printed output results to a PDF document on your Windows desktop
 system, or (depending upon the settings in your passthrough printing confi guration) directly to a
 networked or attached printer.

Alternatively, type FORM001 if you wish to spool the output to a text fi le named FORM001.SPL on your 
server, or enter a unique spool fi le name of your own choosing using up to seven characters.

STARTING PASSWORD
- Enter the starting password, or press < ENTER > as a default to select the fi rst password on fi le.

ENDING PASSWORD
- Enter the ending password, or press < ENTER > as a default to select the last password on fi le.

READY YES OR NO
- Reply Y to commence printing the report. Type N to re-enter the starting password, or press < ENTER > 
 to return to the main database administration menu.



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS
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FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AA.XXX  Batch fi le - A/P invoices

           1  1 Sequence number  8A '00000000' in header

           2  2 Record type I or J  1A Invoice or distribution

           3  3 Invoice number / G/L account number  8A

      4 Vendor code  6A UPDATE or '' in header

      5 Date    8A

      6 Gross amount / Distribution amount  8D Batch total in header

      7 Due date / Invoice number  8A

      8 Discount amount  8D

      9 Discount date  8A

     10 Purchase order number 10A

     11 Spare  27A

       RECORD LENGTH 100



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.
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      AB.XXX Batch fi le - A/P credit notes

            1  1 Sequence number  8A '00000000' in header

            2  2 Record type C or J  1A Credit note or distribtn.

            3  3 Credit note number / G/L account number  8A

      4 Vendor code  6A UPDATE or '' in header

      5 Date    8A

      6 Gross amount / Distribution amount  8D Batch total in header

      7 Due date / Credit note number  8A Date always as fi eld 5

      8 Discount amount  8D Zero for Credit notes

      9 Discount date  8A Same as due date

     10 Purchase order number 10A

     11 Spare  27A

       RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-3

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AC.DAT A/P control fi le

           1  1 Static fi eld  1A Value is '1' 

      2 G/L account number for A/P  8A 

      3 G/L account number for Cash  8A

      4 G/L account for Discounts taken  8A

      5 Consolidate A/P postings by date  1A Y or N

      6 Consolidate Discounts taken by date  1A Y or N

      7 Consolidate Cash postings by date  1A Y or N

      8 Consolidate Other by date  1A Y or N

      9 Next available sequence number  8D

     10 Spare  13A

     

       RECORD LENGTH  50



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-4

      AG.DAT A/P to G/L transfer fi le

           1  1 G/L account number  8A  

           2  2 Transaction date  8A 

      3 Amount    8D

      4 Vendor code  6A 'COMPRS' if consoltd.

      5 Invoice or cheque number  8A Blank if consolidated

      6 Transaction sequence or cheque number  8D Zero if consolidated

      7 Batch    3A Source batch or null

      8 Spare  21A

      

    

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  70



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-5

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AI.DAT A/P open items fi le

           1  1 Sequence number  8A  

         1  2 Record type I or C  1A Invoice or Credit note

         2  1  3 Vendor code  6A

          2  4 Transaction date  8A 

         3  3  5 Invoice or credit note number number  8A 

      6 Payment status N H or S  1A Normal Held or Selected

      7 Due date    8A

      8 Gross amount  8D Negative if credit

      9 Discount date  8A Relevant to Invoices only

     10 Discount amount  8D Relevant to Invoices only

     11 Cheque number  8D

     12 Cheque date  8A

     13 Purchase order number 10A

     14 Discount taken  8D Relevant to Invoices only

     15 Spare  22A

       RECORD LENGTH 120



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-6

      AM.DAT Asset management fi le (Not currently used by JCS v2)

           1  1 Asset number  8A Computer generated

       1 2 Model number 15A 

       2 3 Serial number 30A

      4 Current category  1A A I N U or S

      5 Previous category  1A A I N U or S

      6 Asset cost  8D 

      7 Monthly depreciation amount  8D

      8 Accumulated depreciation  8D 

      9 Profi t centre  3A 

     10 Comments 30A 

     11 Rental date  6A User determined

     12 Spare  82A 

       RECORD LENGTH 200



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-7

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AM.DAT Asset management fi le Header record (Not currently used by JCS v2)

           1  1 Key     8A Value is string 00000000

      2 Not used   47A Filler

      3 Sequence (Primary key for data records)   8D Incremented

      4 Spare   137A

 

 

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-8

       AQ.XXX Batch fi le - A/P direct payments

            1  1 Cheque number  8A '00000000' in header

            2  2 Record type I or J  1A Cheque or distribution

            3  3 G/L Account number (J only)  8A

      4 Vendor code  6A 'UPDATE' or '' in header

      5 Cheque date  8A 

      6 Gross amount / Distribution amount  8D Batch total in header

      7 Discount amount (I only)  8D

      8 Net cheque amount (I only)  8D 

      9 Reference 25A 

     10 Spare  20A 

     

     

     

     

     

        RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-9

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AR.DAT A/P cheque register and reconciliations fi le

           1  1 Cheque number  8A 

      2 Cheque date  8A 

      3 Vendor code  6A Poss blank for void chq.

      4 Gross A/P amount  8D 

      5 Discount amount  8D 

      6 Date reconciled  8A BLANK until reconciled

      7 Status R V or BLANK  1A Reconc. void or normal

      8 Printed on register  1A Y or N

      9 Reference or comments 25A 

     10 Spare    7A 

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  80



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-10

      AV.DAT A/P vendor master fi le

            1  1 Vendor code  6A 

          1  1  2 Vendor name 25A 

      3 Street address 1 25A

      4 Street address 2 25A 

      5 City  15A 

      6 Province  15A 

      7 Postal code  7A

      8 Telephone number 12A 

      9 Contact name 25A 

     10 Vendor to pay  6A Unimplemented feature

     11 Terms description 15A

     12 Due days   2I

     13 Discount days  2I

     14 Discount percentage  8D

     15 Vendor status N or H  1A Normal or Payment hold

     16 Last payment date  8A

     17 Purchases year to date  8D

     18 Discounts year to date  8D

     19 Purchases last year  8D

     20 Discounts last year  8D

     21 Freight percentage  8D

       CONTINUED OVER...... 



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-11

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AV.DAT A/P vendor master fi le (Continued)

     22 Country code  3A 

     23 Spare  60A 

 

                                  Note that key 2 is descending

       RECORD LENGTH 300 



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-12

      AX.DAT Temporary payment selections fi le

            1  1 Vendor code  6A 

      2 Gross amount  8D 

      3 Discount taken  8D

      4 Cheque number  8D 

      5 Cheque amount  8D 

      6 Cheque date  8A

     7 Spare   4A 

      

       Note that this fi le is automatically maintained

       by the A/P payment selection function which

      handles both creation and deletion of the fi le

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

         

       RECORD LENGTH  50



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-13

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      AZ.XXX Batch fi le - A/P manual cheques

           1  1 Cheque number  8A '00000000' in header 

          1  2  2 Sequence number of open item  8A '00000000' in header

      3 Cheque date  8A

      4 Gross amount of open item  8D 

      5 Discount taken on open item  8D 

      6 Net amount for open item  8D 

      7 Vendor code  6A 'UPDATE' or '' in header

      8 Net cheque amount  8D

      9 Spare   8A

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  70



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-14

      BC.DAT Product sales categories

            1  1 Sales category code  1A  

      2 Sales category description 20A 

      3 Spare  29A

       

       

       

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  50



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-15

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      BI.DAT Stock issues history (For register printing)

           1  1 Warehouse  3A  

           2  2 Date issued  8A 

           3  3 Product number 15A

      4 Quantity issued (+ or -)  8D Normally +

      5 Reference / Serial number 30A 

      6 Goods issued note number  9A 

      7 Adjust inventory  1A Y or N

      8 Spare  26A

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 100



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-16

      BM.DAT Customer market classes

            1  1 Market class code  4A  

      2 Market class description 20A 

      3 Spare  26A

      

      

       

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  50



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-17

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      BP.DAT Product master fi le

          2  3 1  1 Product number 15A 

      2 Description 25A 

      3 Substitute with product 15A

      4 Unit of sale  6A 

      5 Serial number item  1A Y or N

          1  6 Product group code  2A 

          2  7 Product sub-group code  2A

          1  8 ABC inventory code  1A A - Z

      9 Salesrep category code  1A 

     10 Product commission %  8D Unimplemented feature

     11 Subject to G.S.T.  1A Y or N

     12 G.S.T. amount to charge  8D Must be 0 if fi eld 13 >0

     13 G.S.T. % to charge  8D Must be 0 if fi eld 12 >0

     14 Subject to P.S.T.  1A Y or N

     15 Vendor code  6A 

     16 Sales G/L account (Customer type R)  4A 

     17 Sales G/L account (Customer type N)  4A 

     18 Sales G/L account (Customer type D)  4A     

     19 Sales G/L account (Customer type W)  4A     

     20 Cost of sales G/L acct (Customer type R)  4A      

     21 Cost of sales G/L acct (Customer type N)  4A          

       CONTINUED OVER........

Uses bill to customer type to 
determine G/L sales and cost of 
sales accounts.
G/L account profi t centre suffi x is 
appended as per bill to customer 
account profi t centre



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-18

      BP.DAT Product master fi le (Continued)

     22 Cost of sales G/L acct (Customer type D)  4A 

     23 Cost of sales G/L acct (Customer type W)  4A 

     24 Inventory G/L acct (All customer types)  4A Profi t ctr as ship W/H

     25 Product cost (Standard cost)  8D 

     26 Selling price 1  8D 

     27 Selling price 2  8D 

     28 Selling price 3  8D

     29 Selling price 4  8D 

     30 Selling price 5  8D 

     31 Selling price 6  8D 

     32 Quantity billed year to date  8D 

     33 Quantity billed in prior year  8D 

     34 Bracket quantity 1  8D 

     35 Bracket price 1  8D 

     36 Bracket quantity 2  8D 

     37 Bracket price 2  8D 

     38 Bracket quantity 3  8D 

     39 Bracket price 3  8D 

     40 Bracket quantity 4  8D 

     41 Bracket price 4  8D 

     42 Bracket quantity 5  8D          

       CONTINUED OVER........

Only non-zero price brackets
(Price and qty both non-zero)
count as valid brackets.
Customer must have order qty 
greater than or equal to qty
bracket to get bracket price.



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-19

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      BP.DAT Product master fi le (Continued)

     43 Bracket price 5  8D 

     44 Bracket quantity 6  8D 

     45 Bracket price 6  8D 

     46 Bracket quantity 7  8D 

     47 Bracket price 7  8D 

     48 Obsolete Y or N  1A 

     49 Spare  79A

     

      

      

     

      

     

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH 400



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-20

      BR.DAT Stock receipts history (For register printing)

            1  1 Warehouse  3A  

            2  2 Date received  8A 

            3  3 Product number 15A

      4 Quantity received (+ or -)  8D Normally +

      5 Reference / Serial number 30A 

      6 Goods received note number  9A 

      7 Adjust inventory  1A Y or N

      8 Purchase order number  8A

      9 Spare  18A

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-21

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      BS.DAT Sales territories

           1  1 Sales territory  2A  

      2 Salesrep name 20A 

      3 Spare  28A

      

       

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  50



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-22

      BT.DAT Provincial sales tax fi le

            1  1 Province code  3A 2 or 3 chr. (Space pad)  

       2 Tax rate %  8D 

      3 G/L account for P.S.T.  4A

      4 Apply PST to GST  1A (Y)es or (N)o

      5 Print taxes combined as H.S.T.  1A (Y)es or (N)o

      6 Spare  23A

       

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  40



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-23

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      BX.DAT Product cross reference

           1  1 Foreign product number 20A 

          1  2 Actual product number 15A 

      3 Spare  15A

      

       

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  50



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-24

      CX.DAT Currency fi le

            1  1 Country code  3A 

      2 Exchange rate for Laid down cost  8A 

      3 Exchange rate for Standard cost   8A

      4 Exchange rate for new Standard cost  8A 

      5 Currency description 15A 

      6 Spare   8A

 

       RECORD LENGTH 50



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-25

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      DC.DAT G/L distribution codes

          1  1  1 Distribution code  3A 

           2  2 G/L account number  8A 

      3 Distribution percentage  2I

      

       

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  13



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-26

      DS.DAT Daily sales fi le

           4  1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

           1  2  2 Customer type  1A R N D or W

           2  3  3 Product group  2A

           3  4  4 Product sub group  2A 

      5 Current days sales  8D 

      6 Current days cost of sales  8D 

      7 Month to date sales  8D

      8 Month to date cost of sales  8D 

      9 Year to date sales  8D 

     10 Year to date cost of sales  8D 

     11 Spare  44A 

 

 

 

       RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-27

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   DT.DAT Daily sales by territory fi le (Not currently used by JCS v2)

         1  1 Sales territory code     2A RC fi eld 31 (Supply Rep)

         2  2 Product group      2A

         3  3 Product subgroup     2A

   4 Current days sales     8D

   5 Current days cost of sales    8D

   6 Month to date sales     8D

   7 Month to date cost of sales    8D

   8 Year to date sales     8D

   9 Year to date cost of sales    8D

  10 Spare      46A

    RECORD LENGTH   100



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-28

      FD.DAT Data dictionary - Field specifi cations

            1  1 File name  2A .DAT assumed

            2  2 Field number  2A Alpha zero fi ll

      3 Field description 20A Right justifi ed '.' fi ll

      4 Primary key fi eld  1A Y or N

      5 Field type A I S D X  1A Alpha Int Sng Dbl Xdate

      6 Start byte position  2I 

      7 Length in bytes  2I

      8 Validation A N E D  1A Length Size Extern Date

      9 Minimum string length  2I For validation type A

     10 Maximum string length  2I For validation type A

     11 Minimum value  8D For validation type N

     12 Maximum value  8D For validation type N

     13 External fi le name  2A For validation type E

     14 Clear screen Y or N  1A Field not used

     15 External fi le record length  2I For validation type E

     16 External primary key length  2I For validation type E

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  58



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-29

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GB.XXX Batch fi le - G/L journal entry

           1  1 Transaction sequence number  2I Zero in batch header

      2 Date   8A Next trans# in hdr (8D)

      3 Source or journal entry number  6A 

      4 Reference or comments 20A 

      5 G/L account number  8A 

      6 Amount   8D Batch balance in header

      7 Counterbalance account  8A

      8 Distribution code  3A 'UPD' or "" in header

       Note :-

      GB.ZXX is for the Rentals interface batch

      GB.ZZZ is for the A/P interface batch

      GB.ZZX is for the A/R interface batch

      GB.ZZY is for the I/C interface batch

      GB.ZZW is for the I/W interface batch

     

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  63



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-30

      GM.DAT G/L master fi le

            1  1 Account number  8A 

      2 Description 30A 

      3 Balance sheet account Y or N  1A

      4 Normal balance D or C  1A Debit or credit

      5 Postable account Y or N  1A 

      6 Counterbalance account number  8A 

      7 Distribution code  3A

      8 Beginning account balance  8D 

      9 Period 1 total  8D 

     10 Period 2 total  8D 

     11 Period 3 total  8D 

     12 Period 4 total  8D 

     13 Period 5 total  8D 

     14 Period 6 total  8D 

     15 Period 7 total  8D 

     16 Period 8 total  8D 

     17 Period 9 total  8D 

     18 Period 10 total  8D 

     19 Period 11 total  8D 

     20 Period 12 total  8D 

     21 Period 13 total  8D          

       CONTINUED OVER........



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-31

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GM.DAT G/L master fi le (Continued)

     22 Beginning balance last year  8D 

     23 Period 1 total last year  8D 

     24 Period 2 total last year  8D

     25 Period 3 total last year  8D 

     26 Period 4 total last year  8D 

     27 Period 5 total last year  8D 

     28 Period 6 total last year  8D

     29 Period 7 total last year  8D 

     30 Period 8 total last year  8D 

     31 Period 9 total last year  8D 

     32 Period 10 total last year  8D 

     33 Period 11 total last year  8D 

     34 Period 12 total last year  8D 

     35 Period 13 total last year  8D 

     36 Period 1 budget  8D 

     37 Period 2 budget  8D 

     38 Period 3 budget  8D 

     39 Period 4 budget  8D 

     40 Period 5 budget  8D 

     41 Period 6 budget  8D 

     42 Period 7 budget  8D          

       CONTINUED OVER........



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-32

      GM.DAT G/L master fi le (Continued)

     43 Period 8 budget  8D 

     44 Period 9 budget  8D 

     45 Period 10 budget  8D

     46 Period 11 budget  8D 

     47 Period 12 budget  8D 

     48 Period 13 budget  8D 

     49 Next year period 1 total  8D

     50 Next year period 2 total  8D 

     51 Next year period 3 total  8D 

     52 Next year period 1 budget  8D 

     53 Next year period 2 budget  8D 

     54 Next year period 3 budget  8D 

     55 Spare  22A 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH 450



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-33

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GP.DAT Accounting periods fi le

      1 Period 1 start date  8A 

      2 Period 1 end date  8A 

      3 Period 2 start date  8A

      4 Period 2 end date  8A

      5 Period 3 start date  8A

      6 Period 3 end date  8A 

      7 Period 4 start date  8A

      8 Period 4 end date  8A 

      9 Period 5 start date  8A 

     10 Period 5 end date  8A 

     11 Period 6 start date  8A 

     12 Period 6 end date  8A 

     13 Period 7 start date  8A 

     14 Period 7 end date  8A 

     15 Period 8 start date  8A 

     16 Period 8 end date  8A 

     17 Period 9 start date  8A 

     18 Period 9 end date  8A 

     19 Period 10 start date  8A 

     20 Period 10 end date  8A 

     21 Period 11 start date  8A          

       CONTINUED OVER........



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-34

      GP.DAT Accounting periods fi le (Continued)

     22 Period 11 end date  8A 

     23 Period 12 start date  8A 

     24 Period 12 end date  8A

     25 Period 13 start date  8A     

     26 Period 13 end date  8A 

     27 Current period start date  8A 

     28 Current period end date  8A

     29 Next year period 1 start date  8A 

     30 Next year period 1 end date  8A 

     31 Next year period 2 start date  8A 

     32 Next year period 2 end date  8A 

     33 Next year period 3 start date  8A 

     34 Next year period 3 end date  8A 

            1 35 Static key fi eld for record access  1A Value is '1'

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH 273

Period 13 dates must be
set the same as Period 12
if only 12 periods are used



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-35

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GS.DAT Financial statement specifi cations - Record types A & S

           1  1 Report code  3A 

           2  2 Sequence number  4A Can be alpha

      3 Record type A or S  1A Add or Subtract

      4 Accumulator A  1A 0 - 9

      5 Accumulator B  1A 0 - 9 

      6 Accumulator C  1A 0 - 9 

      7 Spare  52A

      

      

      

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  63



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-36

      GS.DAT Financial statement specifi cations - Record type C

           1  1 Report code  3A 

           2  2 Sequence number  4A Can be alpha

      3 Record type C  1A Clear

      4 Accumulator to clear  1A 0 - 9

      5 Spare  54A  

       

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  63



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-37

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GS.DAT Financial statement specifi cations - Record type H

           1  1 Report code  3A 

           2  2 Sequence number  4A Can be alpha

      3 Record type H  1A Heading

      4 Formfeed before  1A Y or N

      5 Number of linefeeds before  2I 0 - 50 

      6 Starting print column  2I 1 - 128 

      7 Text detail 50A

      

      

      

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  63



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-38

      GS.DAT Financial statement specifi cations - Record type O

            1  1 Report code  3A 

            2  2 Sequence number  4A Can be alpha

      3 Record type O  1A Output

      4 Formfeed before  1A Y or N

      5 Number of linefeeds before  2I 0 - 50 

      6 Number of underlines above amount  1A 0 1 or 2  

      7 Text detail 40A

      8 Accumulator to print  1A 0 - 9

      9 Number of underlines below amount  1A 0 1 or 2

     10 Clear printed accumulator  1A Y or N

     11 Spare   9A

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  63



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-39

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GS.DAT Financial statement specifi cations - Record types P & M

           1  1 Report code  3A 

           2  2 Sequence number  4A Can be alpha

      3 Record type P or M  1A Plus or Minus

      4 Starting G/L account number  4A 

      5 Ending G/L account number  4A  

      6 Accumulator  1A 0 - 9 

      7 Profi t centre run limitation  3A 'N/A' = not applicable

      8 Spare  43A

       

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  63



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-40

      GT.DAT G/L transaction detail

           1  1  1 Account number  8A 

            2  2 Transaction date  8A 

            3  3 Batch name  3A 

            4  4 Transaction number  2I 

      5 Source or journal entry number  6A  

      6 Reference or comments 20A  

      7 Amount   8D

      8 Spare   5A

      

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  60



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-41

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      GX.DAT G/L account cross reference fi le

           1  1 Cross reference from G/L account  8A 

      2 Cross reference to G/L account  8A

 

       RECORD LENGTH  16



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-42

      HD.DAT Data dictionary - Header information

            1  1 File name  2A .DAT is assumed

      2 File description 20A 

      3 Record length  2I 

      4 Number of fi elds in record  2I 

      5 Size of primary key  2I  

        

      

      

      

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH  28



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-43

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      IG.DAT Inventory to G/L transfer fi le

           1  1 G/L account number  8A 

           2  2 Transaction date  8A 

      3 Amount   8D 

      4 Profi t centre  3A BLANK if consolidated

      5 Reference  6A COMPRS if consolidated 

      6 Order number  8D Zero if consolidated

      7 Spare  29A

      

      

      

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH  70



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-44

      IP.DAT Perpetual inventory fi le

           2  1  1 Warehouse  3A 

           1  2  2 Product number 15A 

      3 Stock location  6A 

      4 Available stock  8D 

      5 Allocated stock  8D     

       6 Reorder point  8D 

      7 Reorder quantity  8D

      8 On order with supplier  8D

      9 Year to date sales (Units)  8D

     10  Backorders quantity  8D

     11 Spare  20A

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-45

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      IR.DAT Customer remarks fi le

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

           2  2 Customer account number  6A 

           3  3 Remark type  1A (S)hip (B)ill (I)nfo

      4 Remark text line 1 50A 

      5 Remark text line 2 50A 

      6 Remark text line 3 50A 

      7 Remark text line 4 50A

      8 Remark text line 5 50A 

      9 Remark text line 6 50A 

     10 Spare  40A 

    

     

       RECORD LENGTH 350



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-46

      ME.DAT Merchandise used parameters fi le

            1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

            2  2 Province code  3A 

            3  3 G/L account number  8A

      4 Apply P.S.T.  1A (Y)es or (N)o

      5 Spare  10A 

      

      

      

       

      

     

      

       RECORD LENGTH 25



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-47

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      MH.DAT Rental agreement headers fi le

          2  3 1  1 Agreement number  8A 

          1  1  2 Bill to profi t centre  3A 

           2  3 Bill to customer account number  6A 

      4 Bill using (E)nglish or (F)rench  1A E or F

      5 Customer purchase order 10A     

       6 G.S.T. exemption 12A 

      7 P.S.T. exemption 12A

      8 Billing frequency in months (1 - 12)  2I

      9 Next billing date (Usually 15th of month)  8A Can be up to 90 days ago

     10  Billing period start date  8A

     11 Spare   8A

     12 Expiry date  8A

     13 Invoice remarks 50A

     14 Revenue to date (Excludes taxes)  8D

     15 Std cost of supplies consumed to date  8D

     16 Date agreement entered  8A System date 

     17 Spare  40A 

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-48

      MI.DAT Rental agreement items fi le

            1  1 Agreement number  8A 

          1  3  2  2 Model number 15A 

          2  4  3  3 Serial number 30A 

      4 Billing remarks line 1 40A 

      5 Billing remarks line 2 40A     

       6 Billing remarks line 3 40A 

           1  7 Ship to profi t centre  3A

           2  8 Ship to customer number  6A

      9 Product number for rental revenue 15A 

     10  Product number for service revenue 15A

     11 Sales territory code for rental revenue  2A

     12 Sales territory code for service revenue  2A

     13 Basic rental charge  8D

     14 Basic service charge  8D

     15 Merge rental and service charges  1A Y or N

     16 Metered machine indicator  1A Y or N 

     17 Minimum metered copy charge  8D 

     18 Minimum metered service charge  8D

     19 Meter band 1  8D

     20 Meter charge  8D

     21 Service charge  8D             

       CONTINUED OVER.....



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-49

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      MI.DAT Rental agreement items fi le (Continued)

     22 Meter band 2  8D 

     23 Meter charge  8D 

     24 Service charge  8D 

     25 Meter band 3  8D 

     26 Meter charge  8D     

      27 Service charge  8D 

     28 Meter band 4  8D

     29 Meter charge  8D

     30 Service charge  8D 

     31 Meter band 5  8D

     32 Meter charge  8D

     33 Service charge  8D

     34 Original meter reading  8D

     35 Last meter reading  8D

     36 Current meter reading  8D

     37 Spoiled copies  8D

     38 Chargeable copies  8D

     39 Last invoice date  8A

     40 Last invoice number  8A

     41 Rental revenue amount  8D     

     42 Service revenue amount  8D           

       CONTINUED OVER...      



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-50

      MI.DAT Rental agreement items fi le (Continued)

      43 Spare  8A 

 

            

                     RECORD LENGTH 450



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-51

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      MU.DAT Merchandise used transaction fi le

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

           2  2 G/L expense account number  8A 

           3  3 Reference 10A

           4  4 Product number 15A 

      5 Quantity used  8D 

      6 Extended standard cost  8D 

      7 Provincial tax amount  8D

      8 Inventory G/L account  8A 

      9 P.S.T. exemption number  8A 

     10 Province code  3A 

     11 P.S.T. G/L account number  8A 

     12 Transaction date  8A

     13 Authorization code  3A User entered initials

     14 Product group  2A From BP.DAT

     15 Product sub group  2A From BP.DAT

                 2 16 Date transaction entered  8A System date

     17 Ship from warehouse  3A To record IP YTD usage

              1 18 Contract number  8A Blank if not applicable

     19 Date interfaced to G/L  8A

     20 Spare   71A

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-52

      OC.DAT Carriers fi le

            1  1 Carrier code  2A 

      2 Name of carrier 14A 

      3 Spare  34A 

       

               

    

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH  50



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-53

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      OD.DAT Billing control fi le

           1  1 Static key fi eld  1A Always '1'

      2 Next available order number  8D 1 - 99999999

      3 Next available billing number  8D 1 - 99999999

      4 Consolidate A/R distributions by date  1A 

      5 Consolidate sales distributions by date  1A 

      6 Consolidate cash distributions by date  1A 

      7 Consolidate discount distributions by date  1A 

      8 Consolidate COGS distributions by date  1A 

      9 Consolidate invent. distributions by date  1A 

     10 Consolidate TAX1 (GST) dist. by date  1A 

     11 Consolidate TAX2 (PST) dist. by date  1A 

     12 Consolidate delivery distributions by date  1A 

     13 Consolidate MISC1 distributions by date  1A 

     14 Consolidate MISC2 distributions by date  1A 

     15 Consolidate DRJ & CRJ dist. by date  1A 

     16 Consolidate Interest distributions by date  1A 

     17 Consolidate stock transfer dist. by date  1A 

     18 Company name 25A 

     19 Head offi ce street address 25A 

     20 Head offi ce city address 15A 

     21 Head offi ce province address 25A         

       CONTINUED OVER........

Y or N determines if transactions 
for the category concerned will be 
consolidated by date for purposes 
of interfacing to the General
Ledger module, or retained in 
detailed form.



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-54

      OD.DAT Billing control fi le (Continued)

     22 Head offi ce postal code  7A 

     23 Spare  22A 

       

       

               

    

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH 150



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-55

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      OH.DAT Order headers fi le

        2   2  3 1  1 Order number  8A 

        1       1  2 Profi t centre  3A Tr to for stk tfrs

           2  3 Bill to customer code  6A '000000' for stk tfrs

      4 Customer P.O. 10A 

          1  5 Ship from warehouse  3A Tr from for stk tfrs

      6 Carrier code  2A 

      7 Ship to customer code  6A 'E' if one time address

      8 Ship to customer name 25A 

      9 Ship to street address 1 25A 

     10 Ship to street address 2 25A 

     11 Ship to city 15A 

     12 Ship to province  3A 

     13 Ship to postal code  7A 

     14 Ship to GST exemption number 12A 

     15 Ship to PST exemption number 12A 

     16 Billing remarks (line 1) 50A Not used for types R & T

     17 Shipping remarks (line 1) 50A Display for ord typ I , C,T 

     18 Shipping remarks (line 2) 50A Display for ord typ I , C,T  

     19 Order date (Date required)  8A May be future order date

     20 Order type I C T R or O  1A Inv Cre Tfr Repl Inv-PL

     21 Order value  8D         

       CONTINUED OVER........

The ship to customer name and
address details are always set,
even if a customer account code
is used. Information from the RD
fi le is used for stock transfers
between warehouses



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-56

      OH.DAT Order headers fi le (Continued)

     22 Allow partial shipments  1A Y or N

     23 Credit hold indicator  1A Y or N

     24 Order type  2A

     25 Carrier name 14A 

     26 Spare 53A

       

             

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

      

      

      

           

                  

                  RECORD LENGTH 400



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-57

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      OI.DAT Order items fi le

          1  2 1  1 Order number  8A 

          3  1 2  2 Product number 15A 

      3 Item type 1N 1S 2N 2S 3N 3S  2A S=serial  N=not serial

      4 Original ordered quantity  8D 

      5 Quantity pickable  8D 

      6 Quantity released for picking  8D 

      7 Quantity shipped  8D 

      8 Quantity billed  8D 

      9 Quantity backordered  8D 

     10 Quantity cancelled  8D 

     11 Unit selling price  8D 

     12 Unit G.S.T. amount  8D 

     13 Unit P.S.T. amount  8D 

     14 Unit cost amount  8D 

     15 Sales territory code  2A 

     16 Item bill remarks ( item types I,C,O) 40A 

     17 Item ship remarks (Billing for order types I,C) 40A 

     18 Item ship remarks (Billing for order types I,C)  40A 

     19 Date released  8A Set to date or BLANK

     20 Date shipped  8A Set to date or BLANK

          2 21 Stock location  6A         

       CONTINUED...... 

GST and PST amounts are
recalculated at time of actual
billing.



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-58

      OI.DAT Order items fi le (Continued)

      22 Spare 43A 

 

                    RECORD LENGTH 300



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-59

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      OP.DAT Contract pricing fi le

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

           2  2 Customer number  6A 

           3  3 Product number 15A Blank if not applicable 

           4  4 Product group  2A Always set

           5  5 Product sub-group  2A Blank=all subgroups  

      6 Discount percent  8D Zero if not applicable  

      7 Contract price  8D Zero if not applicable

      8 Contract expiration date  8A Always set

      9 Quantity pricing indicator (1 - 7)  1A Zero=not applicable

     10  Spare  22A     

      

      

      

      

 

      

      

      

      

                    

 

       RECORD LENGTH  75



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-60

      OS.DAT Order item serial numbers

            1  1 Order number  8A 

            2  2 Product number 15A 

            3  3 Serial number 30A 

      4 Spare   7A

               

   

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH  60



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-61

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      PC.DAT Deferred price changes fi le

           1  1 Product number 15A 

      2 Selling price 1  8D 

      3 Selling price 2  8D

      4 Selling price 3  8D 

      5 Selling price 4  8D

      6 Selling price 5  8D 

      7 Selling price 6  8D

      8 Bracket quantity 1  8D

      9 Bracket selling price 1  8D

     10 Bracket quantity 2  8D 

     11 Bracket selling price 2  8D

     12 Bracket quantity 3  8D 

     13 Bracket selling price 3  8D

     14 Bracket quantity 4  8D

     15 Bracket selling price 4  8D 

     16 Bracket quantity 5  8D

     17 Bracket selling price 5  8D

     18 Bracket quantity 6  8D

     19 Bracket selling price 6  8D

     20 Bracket quantity 7  8D

     21 Bracket selling price 7  8D         

       CONTINUED OVER........



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-62

      PC.DAT Deferred price changes fi le (Continued)

     22 Spare  25A 

      

      

      

      

      

     

     

      

      

     

      

     

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH 200



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-63

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      PH.DAT Purchase order headers fi le

           2  1  1 Purchase order number  8A 

      2 Order date  8A 

      3 Date entered  8A System date

           1  4 Vendor code  6A 

      5 Deliver to warehouse  3A 

      6 Terms and conditions 25A 

      7 F.O.B. instructions 50A

      8 Remarks line 1 50A 

      9 Remarks line 2 50A 

     10 Remarks line 3 50A 

     11 Remarks line 4 50A 

     12 G.S.T. applicable  1A (Y)es or (N)o

     13 P.S.T. applicable  1A (Y)es or (N)o

     14 Ordered by  3A 

     15 Purpose  25A 

     16 Ship via  25A 

     17 Spare  37A 

     

       RECORD LENGTH 400



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-64

      PI.DAT Purchase order items fi le

          2   1  1 Purchase order number  8A 

          1   2  2 Product number 15A 

      3 Vendors product number (XREF) 20A 

      4 Product description 25A 

      5 Vendor price multiple  8D 

      6 Unit price  8D 

      7 G/L account  8A

      8 Item remarks line 1 40A 

      9 Item remarks line 2 40A 

     10 Item remarks line 3 40A 

     11 Original order quantity  8D 

     12 Quantity received to date  8D 

     13 Quantity cancelled to date  8D 

     14 Expected receipt date  8A 

     15 Revised receipt date  8A 

     16 Last receipt date  8A 

     17 Quantity received in good condition  8D For most recent shipment

     18 Quantity received damaged  8D For most recent shipment

     19 Quantity short shipped  8D For most recent shipment

     20 Spare 16A

 

                    RECORD LENGTH 300



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-65

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      PL.DAT Daily service performance levels fi le (Not currently used by JCS v2)

           2  1  1 Category (C)ustomer order (B)ranch tfr  1A C or B

           1  2  2 Warehouse  3A 

      3 Curr day supply line items - Shipped in full  8D 

      4 Curr day supply line items - Fully B/O  8D 

      5 Curr day supply line items - Partially B/O  8D 

      6 M.T.D. supply line items - Shipped in full  8D 

      7 M.T.D. supply line items - Fully B/O  8D

      8 M.T.D. supply line items - Partially B/O  8D 

      9 Y.T.D. supply line items - Shipped in full  8D 

     10 Y.T.D. supply line items - Fully B/O  8D 

     11 Y.T.D. supply line items - Partially B/O  8D 

     12 Curr day parts line items - Shipped in full  8D 

     13 Curr day parts line items - Fully B/O  8D 

     14 Curr day parts line items - Partially B/O  8D 

     15 M.T.D. parts line items - Shipped in full  8D 

     16 M.T.D. parts line items - Fully B/O  8D 

     17 M.T.D. parts line items - Partially B/O  8D

     18 Y.T.D. parts line items - Shipped in full  8D

     19 Y.T.D. parts line items - Fully B/O  8D

     20 Y.T.D. parts line items - Partially B/O  8D

     21 Spare 52A

                    RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-66

      PP.DAT Physical inventory count fi le (Not currently used by JCS v2)

           1  1 Record number (String)  8A 00000000 in header

         1  1  1  2 Profi t centre  3A 

           2  3 Ticket type  2A EN EU EI SU PT

          2  3  4 Ticket number (String)  8A Next rec. no. in header

          3  4  5 Ticket line item number (String)  2A e.g. 01 02 etc

 1  1  2   6 Product number 15A 

      7 Unit of sale  6A

      8 Count quantity  2I 

 2     9 Serial number 30A 

     10 Spare 50A 

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

                    RECORD LENGTH 126



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-67

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      PS.DAT Purchasing specifi cations fi le

           1  1 Specifi cation code  4A 

      2 Text 50A 

     

     

      

      

      

       

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

 

 

                    RECORD LENGTH  54



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-68

      PW.DAT Passwords fi le

           2  1  1 Menu item  4A e.g. GL00 GL03 etc.

           1  2  2 Password  6A 

           3  3 Program to chain 10A e.g. MAMENU GLJE00

      

               

   

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH  20



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-69

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   PX.DAT Product grp and Subgrp cross references (Not currently used by JCS v2)

          1  1 Our product group and subgroup   4A

   2 External product category code     7A

   3 External category description   50A

   4 Spare      67A

    RECORD LENGTH    128



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-70

      QN.DAT Product fi le supplementary data

            1  1 Product number 15A 

      2 Duty code  2A 

      3 Vendors unit of sale  6A 

      4 Vendors package quantity  8D 

      5 Our package quantity  8D 

      6 Vendor price multiple  8D 

      7 Vendor price in native currency  8D

      8 Purchase price in $CDN  8D 

      9 Laid down cost  8D 

     10 Old standard cost  8D 

     11 New standard cost  8D 

     12 Allow standard cost changes  1A (Y)es or (N)o

     13 HSC number 10A Customs classifi cation

     14 Vendor lead time  8D Expressed in days

     15 Spare  44A 

      

      

     

       RECORD LENGTH 150



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-71

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RA.DAT Rental installations & deletions fi le (Not currently used by JCS v2)

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

           2  2 Model number 15A 

           3  3 Serial number 30A 

      4 New unit status  1A (A)ctive or (I)nactive

      5 Installation or deletion date  8A 

      6 Reference 20A 

      7 Date entered  8A System date

      8 Spare 15A 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

 

    

                    RECORD LENGTH 100



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-72

      RA.XXX Batch fi le - A/R invoices

            1  1 Invoice number  8A '00000000' in header

      2 Invoice date  8A 

      3 Profi t centre  3A 

      4 Customer number  6A 'UPDATE' or '' in header

      5 Customer P.O. 10A 

      6 Reference 20A 

      7 A/R account number  8A 

      8 A/R amount  8D Batch total in header

      9 Sales account number  8A 

     10 Sales amount  8D 

     11 MISC1 account number  8A 

     12 MISC1 amount  8D 

     13 MISC2 account number  8A 

     14 MISC2 amount  8D 

     15 TAX1 account number  8A 

     16 TAX1 amount  8D 

     17 TAX2 account number  8A 

     18 TAX2 amount  8D 

     19 Posting date  8A 

     20 Delivery account number  8A 

     21 Delivery amount  8D         

       CONTINUED OVER........



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-73

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RA.XXX Batch fi le - A/R invoices (Continued)

      22 Cost of goods sold account number  8A 

      23 Inventory account number  8A 

     24 COGS and inventory amount  8D 

     25 Spare   1A

               

   

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-74

      RB.XXX Batch fi le - A/R credit notes

            1  1 Credit note number  8A  '00000000' in header

      2 Credit note date  8A 

      3 Profi t centre  3A 

      4 Customer number  6A 'UPDATE' or '' in header

      5 Customer P.O. 10A 

      6 Reference 20A 

      7 A/R account number  8A 

      8 A/R amount  8D Batch total in header

      9 Sales account number  8A 

     10 Sales amount  8D 

     11 MISC1 account number  8A 

     12 MISC1 amount  8D 

     13 MISC2 account number  8A 

     14 MISC2 amount  8D 

     15 TAX1 account number  8A 

     16 TAX1 amount  8D 

     17 TAX2 account number  8A 

     18 TAX2 amount  8D 

     19 Posting date  8A 

     20 Delivery account number  8A 

     21 Delivery amount  8D         

       CONTINUED OVER........



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-75

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RB.XXX Batch fi le - A/R credit notes (Continued)

      22 Cost of goods sold account number  8A 

      23 Inventory account number  8A 

     24 COGS and inventory amount  8D 

     25 Spare   1A

               

   

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-76

      RC.DAT Customer master fi le

        1       1  1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

        3           2  2 Ship to customer code  6A 

      3 Bill to customer code  6A

      4 A/R responsibility  3A 

        2       2  5 Customer name 25A 

      6 Street address 1 25A 

      7 Street address 2 25A

      8 City  15A 

      9 Postal code  7A 

     10 Province code  3A Used to calculate PST

     11 Customer contact name 25A 

         1 12 Customer telephone number 12A 

     13 Statement required  1A 

     14 Account balance  8D System maintained

     15 Credit limit  8D 

     16 Credit status N C or H  1A Normal Held or C.O.D.

     17 Terms - due days  2I 

     18 Terms - discount days  2I 

     19 Terms - discount percentage  8D 

     20 Year to date billings  8D 

     21 Billings last year  8D         

       CONTINUED OVER........



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-77

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RC.DAT Customer master fi le (Continued)

     22 Year to date discounts allowed  8D Positive number

     23 Last payment date  8A 

     24 Statement cycle code  1A A - Z

     25 Selling price code (1 - 6)  1A Bill to code is used

     26 Selling discount %  8D Bill to percent is used

     27 Market class  4A 

     28 Default GST exemption number 12A Ship to is used

     29 Default PST exemption number 12A Ship to is used

     30 Default category code 1  1A 

     31 Default salesrep for category code 1  2A 

     32 Default category code 2  1A 

     33 Default salesrep for category code 2  2A 

     34 Default category code 3  1A 

     35 Default salesrep for category code 3  2A 

     36 Default category code 4  1A 

     37 Default salesrep for category code 4  2A 

     38 Default category code 5  1A 

     39 Default salesrep for category code 5  2A 

     40 Default category code 6  1A 

     41 Default salesrep for category code 6  2A 

     42 Customer type N R D or W  1A       

       CONTINUED OVER........

Default salesrep is selected
in conjunction with the product 
category code to determine the
default commissionable salesrep.
Note that the ship to customer
data is always used for this
purpose.



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-78

      RC.DAT Customer master fi le (Continued)

      43 Outstanding orders value  8D Used for credit checks

      44 Language preference   1A E=English F=French

     45 Fax number  12A

     46 Spare  105A 

      

              Note that key 3 is descending

                

  

      

      

      

     

     

     

      

      

      

      

      

                    

       RECORD LENGTH 400



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-79

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RD.DAT Profi t centre defaults

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

      2 Default account - A/R  8A 

      3 Default account - Sales  8A

      4 Default account - Delivery  8A 

      5 Default account - MISC1  8A 

      6 Default description - MISC1 20A Right justifi ed

      7 Default account - MISC2  8A

      8 Default description - MISC2 20A Right justifi ed   

      9 Default account - TAX1  8A Usually GST account

     10 Default description - TAX1 20A Right justifi ed

     11 Default account - TAX2  8A Usually PST account

     12 Default description - TAX2 20A Right justifi ed

     13 Default account - Cash  8A

     14 Default account - Discounts allowed  8A

     15 Default account - Cost of goods sold  8A

     16 Default account - Inventory  8A

     17 Profi t centre name 25A Used on remitt/picklists

     18 Street address 25A

     19 City  15A

     20 Province  25A

     21 Postal code  7A

       CONTINUED OVER........



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-80

   RD.DAT Profi t centre defaults (Continued)

  22 Use H.O. address for remittances   1A Y or N

  23 Roll GST into item prices on invoices   1A Y or N

  24 Request & display costs in order entry   1A Y or N

  25 Put orders on credit hold in order entry   1A Y or N

  26 Telephone number    12A

  27 Fax number     12A

  28 Spare       4A

              RECORD LENGTH   300



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-81

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RG.DAT A/R to G/L transfer fi le

            1  1 G/L account number  8A 

            2  2 Transaction date  8A 

      3 Amount   8D

      4 Profi t centre  3A BLANK if consolidated

      5 Customer code  6A 'COMPRS' if consoltd.

      6 Transaction sequence number  8D Zero if consolidated

      7 Batch   3A Source batch or null

      8 Spare  26A

       

       

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  70



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-82

      RI.DAT A/R open items fi le

             1      1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

            2  2 Customer number  6A 

          2  3 Trans. type INV CRN DRJ CRJ PMT  3A 

            3  4 Transaction date  8A 

      5 Posting date  8A 

          3  1  4  6 Transaction number  8A 

      7 Amount (Original)  8D

      8 Amount (Outstanding)  8D

      9 Reference 20A

     10 Customer P.O. 10A

     11 Batch name  3A 'ORD' if order entry

     12 G/L offset account for DRJ/CRJ  8A

     13 Spare  57A    

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 150



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-83

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RJ.XXX Batch fi le - A/R cash

           1  1 Transaction sequence number  8A '00000000' in header

      2 Cheque date  8A 

      3 Profi t centre  3A 

      4 Customer number  6A 'UPDATE' or '' in header

      5 Update Status 10A 'UPDATE' or ''" or "1-4"

      6 Reference 20A Usually cheque number

      7 A/R account number  8A

      8 A/R amount  8D Batch total in header

      9 Cash account number  8A

     10 Cash amount  8D

     11 Discount allowed account number  8A 

     12 Discount allowed amount  8D

     13 Posting date  8A

     14 Spare  89A

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-84

      RK.XXX Batch fi le - A/R journal debits

            1  1 Transaction sequence number  8A '00000000' in header

      2 Transaction date  8A 

      3 Profi t centre  3A 

      4 Customer number  6A 'UPDATE' or '' in header

      5 Update status 10A 'UPDATE' or ''" or "1-4"

      6 Reference 20A Usually adjust. reason

      7 A/R account number  8A

      8 Journal debit amount  8D Batch total in header

      9 Adjusting account number in G/L  8A

     10 Posting date  8A

     11 Spare  113A 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 200



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-85

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      RL.XXX Batch fi le - A/R journal credits

           1  1 Transaction sequence number  8A '00000000' in header

      2 Transaction date  8A 

      3 Profi t centre  3A 

      4 Customer number  6A 'UPDATE' or "" in header

      5 Spare fi eld 10A 

      6 Reference 20A Usually adjust.reason

      7 A/R account number  8A

      8 Journal credit amount  8D Batch total in header

      9 Adjusting account number in G/L  8A

     10 Posting date  8A

     11 Spare  113A 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 200



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-86

      RP.DAT A/R applied transactions history

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A

           2  2 Customer number  6A 

           3  3 Debit transaction date  8A 

          1  4  4 Debit transaction number  8A 

           5  5 Credit transaction date  8A 

           6  6 Credit transaction number  8A

      7 Credit transaction type PMT CRN CRJ  3A

      8 Credit transaction reference 20A 

      9 Amount applied to debit  8D Always positive amount

          2 10 Date of application  8A

     11 Spare  20A

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-87

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      SA.DAT Sales analysis fi le

 1 2         1  1 Bill to customer profi t centre  3A 

 2 3         2  2 Bill to customer number  6A  

 4  4  1     2 3  3 Invoice or credit note date  8A 

          1  4 Invoice or credit note number  8A 

 3 1      2  1 4  5 Product number 15A 

      6 Shipping warehouse  3A

      7 Carrier code  2A

      8 Ship to customer name 25A 

      9 Sales territory code  2A 

     10 Order type  1A

     11 Order number  8D

     12 Customer P.O. 10A

     13 Quantity sold  8D 

     14 Unit price   8D 

     15 Unit G.S.T.  8D 

     16 Unit P.S.T.  8D

     17 G.S.T. exemption number 12A

     18 P.S.T. exemption number 12A

     19 Unit cost   8D Signed number

     20 Order type code  2A Rentals=RR Other=input

     21 Spare  43A

       RECORD LENGTH 200     

Quantities and prices are stored
as signed numbers. Be careful
when programming to avoid
errors from double minuses



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-88

   SH.DAT Service dispatch machines fi le

                  1  1  1 Profi t centre      3A

                      2  2 Customer account number    6A

                      3  3 Machine number     3A

              1  4 Service contract number    8A

   5 Model number      15A e.g. Make and/or model

   6 Serial number     30A

   7 Customer contact name    40A

   8 Telephone number    12A

   9 Telephone extension     6A

  10 Fax number     12A

            11 Email address     40A

                  2 12 Call status      1A

  13 Technical notes line 1    60A

  14 Technical notes line 2    60A

  15 Technical notes line 3    60A

  16 Technical notes line 4    60A

  17 Warranty expiration date    8A

  18 Contract type      4A

  19 Contract start date     8A

  20 Contract expiration date      8A     

  21 Spare      68A

    RECORD LENGTH   512



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-89

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   SI.DAT Service dispatch incident items

              4  1  1  1 Profi t centre      3A

              5  2  2  2 Customer account number    6A

              6  3  3  3 Machine number     3A

              2  4  4  4 Date call received     8A YYYYMMDD or blank

              3  5  5  5 Time call received (Local time per prof ctr)  4A HHMM (24h) or blank

   6 Service requested    60A

   7 Type of call      3A

   8 Customer PO number    10A

              1  9 Assigned technician     3A

  10 Date arrived on site     8A YYYYMMDD or blank

  11 Time arrived on site     4A HHMM (24h) or blank

  12 Totaliser reading     8D 0 - 999999999

  13 Date left site      8A YYYYMMDD or blank

  14 Time left site      4A HHMM (24h) or blank

  15 Call summary description   60A

  16 Call detail line 1     60A

  17 Call detail line 2     60A

  18 Call detail line 3     60A

  19 Call detail line 4     60A

  20 Date call dispatched     8A YYYYMMDD or blank

  21 Time call dispatched     4A HHMM (24h) or blank

   CONTINUED OVER....



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-90

   SI.DAT Service dispatch incident items (Continued)

  22 Date call acknowledged      8A  YYYYMMDD or blank

  23 Time call acknowledged     4A  HHMM (24h) or blank

  24 Service ticket number     8D  1 - 999999999

  25 Spare      48A

   Note : Keys 1 and 2 are descending

    RECORD LENGTH   512



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-91

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   SP.DAT Shipping performance history

            1  1 Order number      8A

            2  2 Product number     15A

        1  3 Order type (O or R)       1A  (O)rder or (R)eplenish

        2  4 Warehouse      3A  

    1  3  5 Order date      8A  

        4  6 Product group      2A

        5  7 Subgroup      2A

   8 Original order quantity     8D

   9 Quantity pickable     8D

  10 Quantity backordered     8D

  11 Spare      37A

   

    RECORD LENGTH   100



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-92

      SS.DAT Sales analysis fi le (serial numbers)

           1  1 Invoice or credit note number  8A

          1  2  2 Product number 15A 

          2  3 Serial number 30A 

      4 Spare   7A 

       

      

      

       

       

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  60



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-93

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

   ST.DAT Service technician data

          1  1 Service technician initials    3A

   2 Name      40A

   3 Territory      3A Usually profi t centre

   4 Skill classifi cation     3A

   5 Pager number     12A

   6 Cell phone number    12A

   7 Other number     12A

   8 Email address     40A

   9 Status (V)ac (S)ick (A)vail (W)orking   1A

  10 Technician current location line 1  25A

  11 Technician current location line 2  25A

  12 Spare      80A

    RECORD LENGTH   256



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-94

      TB.DAT Table descriptions fi le

           1  1 Primary key  2A 

           2  2 Secondary key  2A 

      3 Description 25A 

      4 Spare 21A 

      

      Current uses are as follows :-

      Key 1 Key 2 Description of use

      PG *XX User defi ned product group or subgroup description

      CT *XX User defi ned service call type description

      CI CN French language expression of company name

      CI GT GST/HST/TPS registration number

      CI PT PST/TVQ registration number

      CI PD Product code used for billing delivery charges

      CI PR Product code used for billing rental contract charges

      CI PS Product code used for billing service contract charges

      

      *XX represents a user defi ned two character code

      

      

 

    

        RECORD LENGTH  50    



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-95

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      UI.DAT Data Location Specifi cations fi le

            1  1 Item Identifi cation  3A What to fi nd (See below)

      2 Item Location  30A Where to fi nd it

      3 Spare 17A 

  

      PRD Identifi es Location of the Applications Programs Directory

      DFD Identifi es Location of the Data Files Directory

      XXF Identifi es Location of a specifi c fi le XX (Where XX can be any valid fi le name)

 

      Note that a fi le location specifi ed using this latter method will take priority

      over the general data fi le directory location indicated using DFD

 

      Default startup settings for this fi le would be as follows :-

      ITEM LOCATION

      PRD [JCSPROGS]

      DFD [JCS]

      T1F [ ]

      T2F [ ]

      T3F [ ]

      

     

 

                    RECORD LENGTH  50



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-96

      VA.DAT VPMA contracts fi le (Not currently used by JCS v2)

           1  1 Profi t centre  3A 

           1 2  2 Contract number  8A 

           3  3 Contract suffi x to allow for renewal  1A A or B

      4 Bill to customer account number  6A 

      5 Ship to customer account number  6A 

      6 Customer contact name 20A 

      7 Department 10A

      8 Telephone number 12A 

      9 Service zone  1A 1 2 or 3

     10 Service territory  2A 

     11 Contract category  4A 

     12 Type (Norm Monthly Interim Block Rental) 1A N M I Bor R

     13 Customer purchase order number 10A 

     14 Model number 15A 

     15 Serial number 30A 

     16 Major accessories 15A 

     17 Contract start date  8A 

     18 Contract expiration date  8A 

     19 Invoice number  8A 

     20 Invoice date  8A 

     21 Invoice payment date  8A 

       CONTINUED OVER........



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-97

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

      VA.DAT VPMA contracts fi le Continued (Not currently used by JCS v2)

     22 Contract value (LABOUR)  8D 

     23 Contract value (PARTS)  8D 

     24 Remaining liability (LABOUR)  8D 

     25 Remaining liability (PARTS)  8D 

     26 Date entered  8A System date

     27 Date cancelled  8A 

     28 Credit note number  8A

     29 Credit note value  8D

     30 Spare  52A

     

      

      

     

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

               

       RECORD LENGTH 300



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-98

      VI.DAT Service Parts and Labour items fi le

           1  1 Contract number  8A Must be in SH.DAT

           2  2 Date service performed  8A 

           3  3 Service ticket number  8A 1 - 99999999

           4  4 Product number 15A Labour, Part,Travel etc.

      5 Qty (Allow fractions .25 .50 .75 if grp 44)  8D 1 - 9999

      6 Actual unit value  8D 0 - 99999.99

      7 Retail unit value  8D

      8 Std cost unit value  8D

      9 Technician  3A Must be in ST.DAT

     10 Machine model number 15A

     11 Machine serial number 30A

     12 Spare 137A

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

 

                    RECORD LENGTH 256



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-99

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

       VS.DAT VPMA Call Schedule File

              3  3  1 1 Contract number       8A Validate against SH.DAT

              1  2  2 2 Due date        8A Always YYYYMM01

              2  1 3 Technician ID       3A

      4 Spare      109A

                       RECORD LENGTH 128



 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKSFLD
NO.

JCSystems 7-100

      WS.DAT Duty fi le

            1  1 Duty code  2A 

      2 Duty percentage  8D 

      3 Spare 90A 

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

 

                    RECORD LENGTH 100



DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SIZE &
TYPE

REMARKS

JCSystems 7-101

FLD
NO.

 FILE NAME

 KEYS 

 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 

      XG.DAT Rental billing to G/L transfer fi le

            1  1 G/L account number  8A 

            2  2 Transaction date  8A 

      3 Amount   8D

      4 Profi t centre  3A BLANK if consolidated

      5 Customer code  6A 'COMPRS' if consoltd.

      6 Transaction sequence number  8D Zero if consolidated

      7 Batch   3A Source batch or null

      8 Spare  26A

       

       

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

       RECORD LENGTH  70



JCSystems 8-1

 

 Menu Program  Files used for Files used for
 Item Name Program Description read only access update access

 Note : 1) All fi le extensions end in .DAT unless the extension is explictly shown
   2) File names ending in .xxx indicate a user specifi ed batch name extension

 DETAILED FILE ACCESS BY PROGRAM                                               GENERAL LEDGER

 01 GPMAIN Maintain accounting periods  GP
 02 GMMAIN Maintain chart of accounts DC GT GM       
 03 GLBUDG Maintain budgets                   GM
 04 GLCOMP Maintain comparatives  GM            
 05 GDMAIN Maintain distribution codes GM DC      
 06 GRECUR Maintain recurrent entries GP GB.xxx
 07 GXMAIN Maintain account xreferences GM GX
 08 GSMAIN Maintain statement specifi cations GM GS
 09 GSKILL Delete statement specs by code  GS   
 10 GLOPEN Create opening balances   GM         
 12 GLAINQ G/L account inquiry GM GP GT
 14 GLJE00 Journal entry DC GP GB.xxx GM GT                  
 15 GXUPDT Journal entry batch xreference GX GB.xxx
 17 GMCHNG Change G/L account numbers  GM GT
 18 GPURGE Purge transactions GP GT               
 22 GMPRIN Print chart of accounts GM
 23 GBPRIN Print budgets GM
 24 GCPRIN Print comparatives GM
 25 GDPRIN Print distribution codes DC GM
 27 GXPRIN Print account xreferences GM GX
 28 GSSPRN Print statement specifi cations GS
 29 GSPRIN Print statements GM GP GS
 30 GRPRIN Print statements (with ratios) GM GP GS
 31 GSAPRN Print statements (budg & cmps) GM GP GS
 34 GLTBAL Print trial balance  GM GP
 35 GLPRIN Print account detail GM GP GT AV
 38 GCLOSE Year end closing  GM GP



JCSystems 8-2

 

 Menu Program  Files used for Files used for
 Item Name Program Description read only access update access

 Note : 1) All fi le extensions end in .DAT unless the extension is explictly shown
   2) File names ending in .xxx indicate a user specifi ed batch name extension

 DETAILED FILE ACCESS BY PROGRAM                          DATABASE ADMINISTRATION

 01 BLANKS Initialize a database fi le  Selected fi le         
 02 DDMAIN Maintain data dictionary  FD HD
 03 DBMFIL Maintain database fi le FD HD Selected fi le
 04 DBPASS Maintain passwords fi le  PW
 05 DBCHNG Change a password  PW
 06 DBREPL Mass create/delete passwords  PW
 07 UIMAIN Maintain user profi les  UI
 08 FILEXM File browse utility FD HD and Selected fi le
 12 DYNREP Report generator utility FD HD and Selected fi le
 13 DATTXT File export utility FD HD and Selected fi le ??.TXT
 14 DBPRIN Print passwords list PW
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